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Preface

About This Guide

This guide is intended for administrators who are planning and implementing a 
migration from RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, 6.1.1, or 6.1.2, or a migration from 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 or later, to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0.

Because RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 is a preinstalled instance of RSA Authentication 
Manager 7.1, the RSA SecurID Appliance and the RSA Authentication Manager 
documentation sets work closely together. This guide contains information needed to 
set up and administer a basic Authentication Manager deployment using the 
Appliance, and it includes any Appliance-specific information that is different from 
Authentication Manager. 

For information on optional or advanced Authentication Manager tasks and concepts, 
this guide includes an “Additional Tasks” or “Additional Concepts” section at the end 
of most chapters. These sections contain links to information in the applicable 
Authentication Manager Help systems or guides. (For more information on how to 
make these links work, see “Links in the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional 
Concepts” Sections” on page 13.) For the complete Authentication Manager 
documentation set, see “RSA Authentication Manager Documentation” on page 12.

RSA SecurID Appliance Documentation

For more information about RSA SecurID Appliance, see the following 
documentation. You can access the current version of this documentation on 
RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com. RSA recommends 
that you store the user documentation in a location on your network that is only 
accessible to your administrators.

Release Notes. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as 
well as workarounds for known issues.

Getting Started. Provides information to help you with RSA SecurID Appliance 
Quick Setup process.

Owner’s Guide. Provides information on planning, implementing, and administering 
RSA SecurID Appliance.

SNMP Reference Guide. Provides information about the available SNMP traps and 
gets for the RSA SecurID Appliance hardware.

Rack and Bezel Installation Guide. Describes how to install the Appliance in a rack 
and how to attach the bezel. This guide is available on the RSA Appliance Rack and 
Bezel Installation Guide CD that ships in the Appliance package.

RSA Operations Console Help. Describes the RSA SecurID Appliance and the 
RSA Authentication Manager configuration and setup tasks performed in the 
RSA Operations Console. To log on to the Operations Console, see “Log On to the 
Appliance for Troubleshooting and Advanced Administration” on page 103.
Preface 11
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Related Documentation

For more information about RSA Authentication Manager and RSA RADIUS, see the 
following documentation. You can access this documentation on RSA SecurCare 
Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

RSA Authentication Manager Documentation

Release Notes. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as 
well as workarounds for known issues.

Getting Started. Lists what the kit includes (all media, diskettes, licenses, and 
documentation), specifies the location of documentation on the DVD or download kit, 
and lists RSA Customer Support web sites.

Planning Guide. Provides a general understanding of RSA Authentication Manager, 
its high-level architecture, its features, and deployment information and suggestions.

Installation and Configuration Guide. Describes detailed procedures on how to 
install and configure RSA Authentication Manager.

Administrator’s Guide. Provides information about how to administer users and 
security policy in RSA Authentication Manager.

Migration Guide. Provides information for users moving from RSA Authentication 
Manager 6.1 to RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, including changes to terminology 
and architecture, planning information, and installation procedures.

Developer’s Guide. Provides information about developing custom programs using 
the RSA Authentication Manager application programming interfaces (APIs). 
Includes an overview of the APIs and Javadoc for Java APIs.

Performance and Scalability Guide. Provides information to help you tune your 
deployment for optimal performance.

RSA Security Console Help. Describes day-to-day administration tasks performed in 
the RSA Security Console. To view Help, click the Help tab in the Security Console.

RSA Operations Console Help. Describes configuration and setup tasks performed 
in the RSA Operations Console. To log on to the Operations Console, see “Logging 
On to the RSA Operations Console” in the Administrator’s Guide.

RSA Self-Service Console Frequently Asked Questions. Provides answers to 
frequently asked questions about the RSA Self-Service Console, RSA SecurID 
two-factor authentication, and RSA SecurID tokens. To view the FAQ, on the Help 
tab in the Self-Service Console, click Frequently Asked Questions.

Note: To access the Developer’s Guide or the Performance and Scalability Guide, go 
to https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com. You must have a service agreement to use this 
site.

RADIUS Documentation

RADIUS Reference Guide. Describes the usage and settings for the initialization 
files, dictionary files, and configuration files used by RSA RADIUS.
12 Preface
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Links in the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections

Many chapters contain an “Additional Tasks” or “Additional Concepts” section that 
contains references to optional or advanced tasks and concepts. The links in those 
sections open other files in the RSA SecurID Appliance and RSA Authentication 
Manager documentation sets.

In order for the links to work correctly, RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set 
and the RSA Authentication Manager documentation set must be located in the same 
directory. If you download or copy the PDF files into different directories, the links 
will not work. 

To get the complete documentation set for both products, download the guides from 
RSA SecurCare Online at: https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Getting Support and Service

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common 
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, 
important technical news, and software downloads.

The RSA Secured Partner Solutions Directory provides information about third-party 
hardware and software products that have been certified to work with RSA products. 
The directory includes Implementation Guides with step-by-step instructions and 
other information about interoperation of RSA products with these third-party 
products.

Before You Call Customer Support

Before you call Customer Support, please have the following available:

 Access to RSA SecurID Appliance.

 Your RSA License ID. You can find this number on your license distribution 
media, or in the RSA Security Console by clicking Setup > Licenses > Manage 
Existing, and then clicking View Installed Licenses.

 The RSA SecurID Appliance software information. You can find this in the 
RSA Operations Console by clicking Maintenance > Manage Updates > Apply 
Updates.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information www.rsa.com/support

RSA Secured Partner Solutions Directory www.rsa.com/rsasecured
Preface 13
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1 What’s New in RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0

• RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Enhancements

• Differences Between RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 and RSA Authentication 
Manager 7.1

• Important Changes to Terms and Concepts

• New License Types

• RSA RADIUS Deployment

• Physical Architecture

• Changes to the Logical Architecture

• Administrative Capabilities

• Additional Concepts

• Next Steps

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Enhancements

The following table compares the features of RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 to the 
previous versions of the Appliance.

Features in the Previous Versions of 
RSA SecurID Appliance (2.0, 2.0.1, and 
2.0.2)

New Features in 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0

Operating 
System

Microsoft Windows 2003. rPath Linux (compatible with Red Hat 
Linux)

Required 
Operating 
System 
Knowledge

Familiarity with Microsoft Windows is 
required.

The system administrator rarely needs to log 
on to the Linux operating system. 

The included RSA SecurID Appliance 
documentation provides all of the steps for 
these less common procedures, such as 
reverting to the Appliance system default 
settings, or stopping Authentication Manager 
services to restore the database.
1: What’s New in RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 15
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Operating 
System 
Maintenance 

The Appliance web user interface (UI) 
provides access to some basic system 
management tasks.

To maintain the operating system, the system 
administrator must log on to the Appliance 
with Microsoft Windows Remote Desktop. 
This is done directly from a client computer 
or through the Advanced tab in the 
Appliance web UI.

The system administrator logs on to the 
web-based RSA Authentication Manager 
software. Almost all system maintenance 
tasks are also handled through a web-based 
interface.

Preinstalled 
Authentication 
Manager 
Version

RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, 6.1.1, or 
6.1.2, depending upon the version of the 
Appliance.

RSA Authentication Manager 7.1

RSA RADIUS 
Server

RSA RADIUS Server can be downloaded 
and installed on RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0. 
RSA RADIUS upgrades are included with 
Appliance upgrades.

RSA RADIUS 7.1 is preinstalled as a 
fully-integrated component of 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1. 
RSA RADIUS is configured through the 
RSA Operations Console.

Feature 
Availability in 
the Appliance 
Web User 
Interfaces

Two web interfaces provide access to some 
features:

• Common Authentication Manager features 
are available through the Appliance 
web UI.

• Authentication Manager Quick Admin 
enables a system or Help Desk 
administrator to view and modify user, 
token, and extension record data in the 
RSA Authentication Manager primary 
database.

For all other features, you must log on to the 
Appliance desktop and use Authentication 
Manager.

Almost all Authentication Manager features 
are available through a web-based interface. 
A few, less common administrative tasks are 
performed with command line utilities.

Token Support Hardware tokens are supported in the 
Appliance web UI.

Software tokens are supported by the 
Authentication Manager software through 
Windows Remote Desktop.

Both hardware and software tokens are 
supported by the Authentication Manager 
web-based interface.

On-demand tokencodes are supported. If 
enabled, users with digital mobile devices 
and home e-mail accounts can receive 
one-time tokencodes as text messages.

Features in the Previous Versions of 
RSA SecurID Appliance (2.0, 2.0.1, and 
2.0.2)

New Features in 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0
16 1: What’s New in RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0
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LDAP 
Integration

You can copy user data from LDAP directly 
to the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 
database. This requires establishing an 
LDAP synchronization job through the 
Appliance’s underlying Windows-based 4GL 
interface.

The RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
database refers to user and user group data in 
an LDAP directory in real time. The major 
difference is that in version 6.1, the database 
contains copies of the LDAP data. Version 
7.1 contains references to the data in the 
LDAP directory. 

Administration of LDAP users and user 
groups is usually restricted to the LDAP 
administrator, and not the Authentication 
Manager administrator, unless you have 
configured your LDAP directory to allow 
Authentication Manager read/write-access.

Remote 
Token-Key 
Generation 
(CT-KIP) 
Support

Remote Token-Key Generation (CT-KIP) is 
not supported.

Remote Token-Key Generation (CT-KIP) is 
supported.

CT-KIP enables Authentication Manager and 
the device that hosts the software token, such 
as a web browser, to simultaneously and 
securely generate the same token file on a 
device and Authentication Manager.

This allows you to put a token file on a user’s 
device without actually sending the token file 
through e-mail or putting it on electronic 
media such as a USB drive. This greatly 
decreases the chances that the token file will 
be intercepted by an unauthorized person.

SNMP 
Support

The SNMP Plug-in for RSA SecurID 
Appliance 2.0 can be downloaded and 
installed.

SNMP is fully integrated. Web-based 
administrative interfaces allow you to 
configure SNMP for the Authentication 
Manager software (in the RSA Security 
Console) and the RSA SecurID Appliance 
hardware (in the RSA Operations Console).

Network 
Interface Card 
(NIC) Support

All networks ports are bridged, so it does not 
matter which NIC you use.

Two NICs are included with the Appliance, 
and you can add a third NIC. During 
Appliance primary or replica Quick Setup, 
only the first NIC is enabled, but up to three 
NICs can be separately defined.

Features in the Previous Versions of 
RSA SecurID Appliance (2.0, 2.0.1, and 
2.0.2)

New Features in 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0
1: What’s New in RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 17
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Differences Between RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 and 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 includes RSA Authentication Manager 7.1. The 
Appliance also provides features that are not available when Authentication Manager 
is installed on a non-Appliance server. Because of these additional features, the 
Appliance is easier to configure and maintain.

Feature Differences

Appliance-only features include:

• Preinstalled Authentication Manager and RSA RADIUS server software that you 
can configure through the RSA Operations Console. 

• The ability to apply or roll back (remove) software updates through the 
Operations Console. The updates can be for Appliance-only functionality (for 
example, an update to the Appliance operating system) or for RSA Authentication 
Manager.

• Additional web pages in the Operations Console for performing administrative 
tasks.
Most RSA Authentication Manager Command Line Utilities (CLUs) are replaced 
with features and functionality in the Operations Console. A few less common 
features still require CLUs. 

The Operations Console also includes new web pages for performing 
Appliance-only tasks, such as configuring SNMP for the Appliance hardware.

• RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 includes Appliance-only logging and SNMP 
reporting features. These provide information on the hardware, the operating 
system, and Appliance-only features.
For more information, see “Chapter 12, Appliance Logging and SNMP” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide. For a direct link to this guide, see 
“Additional Concepts” on page 36.

• The ability to back up and restore a single, standalone Appliance primary through 
an Appliance-only web page in the Operations Console.

Deployment Differences

RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 on a non-Appliance server provides a more custom 
solution. RSA SecurID Appliance supports a simpler deployment:

• RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 supports all-Appliance environments. A 
non-Appliance Authentication Manager or RADIUS server is not supported with 
the Appliance.

• On the Appliance, RSA RADIUS Server is fully integrated with 
Authentication Manager. Authentication Manager does not require RSA RADIUS 
Server, but RSA RADIUS Server requires the use of Authentication Manager. A 
standalone RSA RADIUS Server is not supported.
18 1: What’s New in RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0
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Important Changes to Terms and Concepts

The physical and logical architecture of RSA Authentication Manager has changed. 
The following table lists new terms introduced in version 7.1 and maps old 
terminology to the new terminology.

Version 6.1 Term Version 7.1 Term Comment

Server Instance An instance is one physical installation 
of Authentication Manager. In a single 
deployment, there can be 1 primary 
instance and up to 5 replica instances. 

Realm Realm In version 7.1, a realm is a hierarchy of 
organizational units, called security 
domains, for administrative purposes. 
A realm includes all of the objects that 
your administrators need to manage in 
Authentication Manager, including 
users, user groups, identity sources, 
tokens, policies, and so on.

In version 6.1, a realm is the physical 
installation of the primary 
Authentication Manager and its replica 
servers. While all objects exist within 
the realm, the organizational hierarchy 
follows a simpler model of realm, sites, 
and groups.

Cross-realm Trusted Realm In version 7.1, establishing a trusted 
realm relationship requires the delivery 
of a specific file called a trust package.
1: What’s New in RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 19
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Site Security Domain Sites have been replaced with security 
domains. A security domain is an 
organizational container that defines an 
area of administrative management 
within a realm. Security domains can 
be organized in terms of business units, 
for example, departments or partners. 
They establish ownership and 
namespaces for objects (for example, 
users, roles, permissions, other security 
domains) within the system. Security 
domains are hierarchical. 

Version 7.1 security domains can 
contain lower-level security domains 
and user groups. Version 6.1 sites exist 
at one level below the realm, and 
contain only groups or users, but never 
another site.

Group User group User groups are equivalent to groups. 
The ability to activate a group on an 
agent host and control access times 
remains in version 7.1.

User User Version 7.1 no longer supports access 
time restrictions for individual users. 
This functionality is provided by user 
groups.

Agent Agent Agents no longer allow user 
activations, only group activations. 

You do not need to specify an agent 
type (such as UNIX agent or 
single-transaction server) when adding 
an agent.

As part of the migration process, you 
can specify whether the IP address of a 
self-registered agent is maintained 
when the agent is migrated.

Token Token Version 7.1 introduces a new type of 
non-time synchronous, event-based 
hardware token called an 
RSA SecurID Display Card.

An RSA SecurID Display Card only 
generates a tokencode when the user 
presses the appropriate button.

Version 6.1 Term Version 7.1 Term Comment
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Administrative roles Administrative roles The scope and task lists of the 
Authentication Manager 6.1 default 
roles (realm, site, and group) are 
migrated. In version 7.1, you can create 
roles by defining a set of permissions. 
You then assign the role to an 
administrator. The scope of the role is 
defined by the security domain in 
which the role is created. 

Scope Scope In version 6.1, the scope of an 
administrative role defines who the 
administrator can administer. For 
example, the administrator can be 
scoped to a realm, site, or group. In 
version 7.1, the ability to scope 
administrative roles to security 
domains greatly expands the flexibility 
of administration. With permissions 
and task lists, fine distinctions can be 
made.

Task lists Administrative roles The default task lists (realm, site, and 
group) are migrated to sets of 
administrative permissions called roles. 
Version 7.1 roles contain permissions 
that allow administrators to perform 
certain tasks. Version 6.1 custom task 
lists are migrated to roles that 
approximate the same administrative 
capabilities. Version 7.1 contains 
additional predefined roles. For more 
information, see “Increased 
Administrative Scoping” in the 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
Migration Guide. For a direct link to 
this guide, see “Additional Concepts” 
on page 36.

N/A Identity source The internal database or a specified 
LDAP directory.

User and user group data can reside in 
either type of identity source. 
Product-specific data resides in the 
internal database.

Version 6.1 Term Version 7.1 Term Comment
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New License Types

Each Appliance deployment has one or more Appliance-specific licenses associated 
with it. The license represents permission to use both the Appliance hardware and the 
Authentication Manager software. Review these license types and options with your 
system administrators:

• Base Server

• Enterprise Server

Each license type has a limit on the number of Appliances that can be deployed and 
whether or not multiple realms are allowed. User limits are determined on an 
individual basis, based on the customer’s usage requirements. 

Note: RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 requires the use of an Appliance-specific license. 
The standard RSA Authentication Manager software license is not supported by the 
Appliance.

LDAP synchronization 
job

N/A Like version 6.1, version 7.1 enables 
you to use existing user and user group 
data. In version 7.1 however, the 
up-to-date LDAP data is accessed at 
runtime, rather than updated in the 
internal database by regularly 
scheduled or manually run LDAP 
synchronization jobs.

As a result, the latest LDAP data is 
always available and always used to 
validate authentications.

Version 6.1 Term Version 7.1 Term Comment
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The following table shows the attributes for each license type.

The business continuity option allows you to temporarily enable more users to use 
RSA SecurID authentication than your license normally allows. RSA recommends 
that for users created with the temporary license, you enable them to receive 
on-demand tokencodes so that you do not have to assign and deliver tokens to them. 
However, if you want, you can assign them RSA SecurID tokens.

RSA RADIUS Deployment

RSA RADIUS is automatically installed during the Appliance primary or replica 
Quick Setup. If you want to use RSA RADIUS, you configure it through the RSA 
Operations Console. 

RSA RADIUS is fully integrated with RSA Authentication Manager 7.1. You cannot 
configure RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 as a standalone RADIUS server. RSA 
RADIUS and RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 are deployed on the same machine.

When you back up the Appliance primary, RSA RADIUS server data and 
configuration is included in the backup.

RADIUS administration is described in “RSA RADIUS” on page 33.

License Feature Base Server Enterprise Server

Number of users Specified by customer 
at time of purchase

Specified by customer 
at time of purchase

Number of instances 21 6 (1 primary instance 
and 5 replica 
instances)

Allows multiple realms? No Yes

RSA Credential Manager 
self-service

Yes Yes

RSA Credential Manager 
provisioning

No Yes

On-demand tokencode service Optional Optional

RADIUS Yes Yes

Business Continuity Optional Optional

Allows offline authentication? Yes Yes

1Licenses with a two-instance limit allow a third instance for disaster recovery situations.
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Physical Architecture

The Appliance includes Authentication Manager software. The Appliance primary is 
the administrative server and contains the authoritative data source, the Authentication 
Manager primary database. The Appliance primary is responsible for:

• Administration of the database

• Replication of changes to the Appliance replicas

• Authentication of users, optionally

The replication model in RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 remains the same as in 
version 6.1. For more information, see “Additional Concepts” on page 36.

Important: Any user or user group data that resides in an LDAP directory is not 
replicated by Authentication Manager. In a replicated LDAP environment, it is your 
responsibility to properly configure LDAP to replicate LDAP changes.

Changes to the Logical Architecture

This section contains information on the following topics:

• “Realms”

• “Security Domains”

• “User Groups”

• “Trusted Realms”

The logical architecture of RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 is based on a hierarchy 
of realms, sites, and groups. A realm contains users, sites, and groups; a site contains 
users and groups; and a group contains users. Version 7.1 expands this strict hierarchy 
to allow multiple security domains to exist in a hierarchical chain: a single realm can 
contain multiple levels of security domains, user groups, and users; a security domain 
can contain multiple levels of security domains, user groups, and users; and user 
groups can contain other user groups and users. The following table lists the objects in 
the hierarchy and the names of the objects that they may contain in version 6.1 and 
version 7.1.

Object Version 6.1 Version 7.1

Realm Sites 
Groups 
Users

Security domains 
User groups 
Users

Site (version 6.1) /  
Security domain (version 7.1)

Groups 
Users

Security domains 
User groups 
Users

Group Users User groups 
Users
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The following figure shows the hierarchy of RSA Authentication Manager 6.1.

The following figure shows the hierarchy of RSA Authentication Manager 7.1.
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Realms

A realm is an independent organizational unit that contains all objects in your 
deployment, such as users and user groups, administrative roles, tokens, and policies 
for passwords, lockout, and tokens.

The Appliance primary Quick Setup automatically creates a default 
Authentication Manager realm. You can build your entire organizational hierarchy 
within this one realm, or you can create additional realms, either on the same machine 
as your original realm, or on separate machines. Realms function as they did in 
version 6.1. For example:

• Each realm has its own set of users, user groups, tokens, authentication agents, 
and so on.

• You cannot transfer objects such as users, user groups, or tokens between realms.

• Users in one realm cannot use an authentication agent in another realm to 
authenticate unless a trust relationship (known as a cross-realm relationship in 
version 6.1) is in place.
For more information on trust relationships, see “Trusted Realms” on page 31.

Each realm may be associated with multiple identity sources, but each identity source 
may only be associated with a single realm.

Users and user groups managed by a realm are stored in identity sources. Such identity 
sources are:

• An external LDAP directory

• The Authentication Manager internal database

Administrators can manage only the realm in which their user record is stored. They 
cannot manage multiple realms. Super Admins are the only exception to this. Super 
Admins can manage all realms in the deployment.

If your organizational needs require you to move users, user groups, tokens, and other 
objects between organizational units—departments within your company, for 
example—create a security domain hierarchy, rather than multiple realms. Multiple 
security domains allow you more flexibility to reorganize your deployment than 
multiple realms.

Security Domains

Security domains are similar to sites in version 6.1. However, security domains can be 
nested (within a security domain) or beneath another security domain in the 
organizational hierarchy of your realm. Additionally, security domains are the only 
method available to scope administrators to grouped objects. You cannot scope 
administrators to groups. For more information on groups, see “User Groups” on 
page 28.

Security domains represent areas of administrative responsibility, typically business 
units, departments, partners, and so on. Security domains establish ownership and 
namespaces for objects (users, roles, permissions, and so on) within the system. All 
Authentication Manager objects are managed by a security domain. 
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Security domains allow you to:

• Organize and manage your users.

• Enforce system policies.

• Delegate administration.
The extensive delegation capabilities of version 7.1 limit the scope of 
administrators’ control by limiting the security domains to which they have 
access. 

When a new realm is created—either automatically when you configure 
Authentication Manager, or by an administrator—a top-level security domain is 
automatically created in the realm. The top-level security domain is assigned the same 
name as the realm.

By default, all users are managed in the top-level security domain. You can transfer 
users from the top-level security domain to other security domains within the realm.

For example, you can create separate security domains for each department, such as 
Finance, Research and Development (R&D), and Human Resources (HR), and then 
move users and user groups from each department into the corresponding security 
domain. 

To manage users in a given security domain, an administrator must have permission to 
manage that security domain. It is important to know the following about security 
domains:

• They are organized in a hierarchy within a realm. You can create up to 50 security 
domains. If you plan to use more than 50 security domains, contact RSA 
Customer Support.

• They are often created to mirror the departmental structure or the geographic 
locations of an organization.

Policies and Security Domains

You also use security domains to enforce system policies. Policies control various 
aspects of a user’s interaction with Authentication Manager, such as RSA SecurID 
PIN lifetime and format, fixed passcode lifetime and format, password length, format, 
and frequency of change.

The following policies are assigned to security domains:

• Password policies

• Token policies

• Lockout policies

• Offline authentication policies

• Emergency authentication policies
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For each security domain, you can use the default policy, or create a custom policy for 
each policy type. When you create a new security domain, the default policy is 
automatically assigned. You can optionally assign a custom policy to the new security 
domain. If you assign the default policy to a security domain, whatever policy 
designated as the default is automatically assigned to the security domain. When a 
new policy is designated as the default, the new default is automatically assigned to 
the security domain.

Note: The policy assigned to a lower-level security domain is not inherited from 
upper-level security domains. New security domains are assigned the default policy 
regardless of which policy is assigned to security domains above them in the 
hierarchy. For example, if the top-level security domain is assigned a custom policy, 
lower-level security domains are still assigned the default policy.

User Groups

The ability to create hierarchies of security domains has lessened the need for groups 
or user groups, as they are known in version 7.1. As a result, user groups no longer 
function as they did in version 6.1. 

User groups have the following characteristics:

• They can be made up of one or more user groups. 

• They can occur across security domains. This means that users in security domain 
A and users in security domain B can both be members of the same user group and 
thus access the same protected resources. 

Note: Because any object in the realm (users, user groups, agents, and so on) 
can exist only in one security domain, you may encounter situations where the 
privileges of the administrators of the security domain, in which the group 
resides, do not allow them to see all members of the migrated group.

• A user can be a member of more than one user group.

You can create user groups through the Security Console, or for external data sources 
such as Active Directory, using the directory user interface.

User Group Administration

In version 7.1, the ability to scope administrators to user groups is no longer available. 
Administrative control of groups is defined by the security domain in which the group 
resides, and not by any administrative scoping to the group, as was the case in 
version 6.1. 

For example, if you migrate groups that do not belong to a site, they are migrated to 
the top-level security domain. The Super Admin has administrative control of this 
security domain. If your groups belong to a site, they are migrated to the lower-level 
security domain created for the migrated site. The administrator of the site, which is 
the administrator of the lower-level security domain, has control of this security 
domain.
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User and User Group Activation on Agents

Version 7.1 maintains the ability to activate groups on restricted authentication agents 
and restrict access times for the group, but does not support individual user activation 
on agents. Because it is no longer possible to activate individual users on agents, 
migration uses group activations to maintain a similar behavior. 

The following table describes the effect that migration has on groups activated on 
agents.

Pre-Migration Post-Migration

Group activated with access time restrictions 
on a restricted agent

The group is migrated with access time 
restrictions and activated on the agent.

The agent remains a restricted agent.

Group activated with no access time 
restrictions on a restricted agent

The group is migrated with no access time 
restrictions and activated on the agent.

The agent remains a restricted agent.

Group activated with access time restrictions 
on an unrestricted agent

The group is migrated with access time 
restrictions and activated on the agent.

The agent is migrated as a restricted agent. 

Note: As a result of converting an 
unrestricted agent to a restricted agent, users 
who are not activated on the agent (either 
directly or through membership in a group 
activated on the agent) will no longer be able 
to authenticate through the agent.

Group activated with no access time 
restrictions on an unrestricted agent

The group is migrated with no access time 
restrictions and activated on the agent.

The agent is migrated as a restricted agent. 

Note: As a result of converting an 
unrestricted agent to a restricted agent, users 
who are not activated on the agent (either 
directly or through membership in a group 
activated on the agent) will no longer be able 
to authenticate through the agent.
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The following table describes the effect that migration has on users activated on 
agents.

Pre-Migration Post-Migration

User activated with access time restrictions 
on a restricted agent

A group containing a single user is created 
and activated on the agent. 

The group has the same access time 
restrictions that the user had in version 6.1.

The agent remains a restricted agent.

User activated with no access time 
restrictions on a restricted agent

A group containing a single user is created 
and activated on the agent. 

The group has no access time restrictions.

The agent remains a restricted agent.

User activated with access time restrictions 
on an unrestricted agent

A group containing a single user is created 
and activated on the agent. 

The group has the same access time 
restrictions that the user had in version 6.1.

The agent is migrated as a restricted agent.

Note: As a result of converting an 
unrestricted agent to a restricted agent, users 
who are not activated on the agent (either 
directly or through membership in a group 
activated on the agent) will no longer be able 
to authenticate through the agent.

User activated with no access time 
restrictions on an unrestricted agent

A group containing all users with user 
activations on the agent is created, and the 
group is activated on the agent. 

The group has no access time restrictions.

The agent is migrated as a restricted agent.

Note: As a result of converting an 
unrestricted agent to a restricted agent, users 
who are not activated on the agent (either 
directly or through membership in a group 
activated on the agent) will no longer be able 
to authenticate through the agent.
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Migration of Groups Containing LDAP and Non-LDAP Users

Version 6.1 administration allows groups that contain a mix of LDAP and non-LDAP 
users, that is, users added to the database through an LDAP synchronization job and 
users added through the Database Administration application. In version 7.1, all users 
in a user group must reside in the same identity source. For each version 6.1 group that 
contains a mix of LDAP and non-LDAP users, the migration process creates a group 
for each identity source containing the users that reside in the identity source.

Note: If your LDAP directory is read-only and the groups do not yet exist in the 
directory server, you must add them from your directory servers administration 
application. If your directory server is read/write, migration creates user groups and 
assigns membership. 

The following figure illustrates how one group of LDAP and non-LDAP users in 
version 6.1 is migrated to user groups in version 7.1.

Trusted Realms

Trusted realms function much like cross-realm relationships in version 6.1. They both 
allow access to a network by a visiting employee. The trusted realm feature allows 
you to create a trust relationship between multiple realms, so that users from one 
realm can be authenticated through agents in another realm.

There are three main differences between cross-realm and trusted realms:

• Establishing trust requires the exchange of generated trust packages

• Trust can be one-way or two-way

• Increased administrative control over remote users

Additionally, the terminology has changed. The term “home” realm is no longer used, 
and the “remote” realm in version 6.1 is now known as the “trusted” realm.

Note: For performance reasons, RSA recommends that you have no more than six 
trusted realms.
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Trust in Migrated Realms

Migration allows version 7.1 realms to continue to authenticate users from version 6.1 
realms. However, when you migrate additional realms to version 7.1, the trust 
between existing version 7.1 realms and the migrated realm is broken. As a result, you 
must reestablish, or upgrade, the trust between any migrated version 7.1 realms. Trust 
between a migrated version 7.1 realm and any remaining version 6.1 realms is 
maintained.

Note: You can choose to migrate all existing realm relationships. It is also possible to 
establish realm relationships between version 5.2 or version 6.1 and version 7.1 
realms. You must do this from the version 5.2 or 6.1 realm, using the Database 
Administration application.

For more information, see “Trusted Realms” in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
Migration Guide. For a direct link to this guide, see “Additional Concepts” on 
page 36.

Administrative Capabilities

Administration of version 7.1 functions much like version 6.1. You perform 
administrative tasks through the Security Console just as you did through the Database 
Administration application in version 6.1. There is no need to install any remote client 
software on your administration hardware, as the new RSA administrative Consoles 
are browser-based, which allows you to access them from any supported and correctly 
configured browser.

• “Browser-Based Administration”

• “RSA RADIUS”

• “Increased Administrative Scoping”

• “Administrative Roles in RSA Authentication Manager 7.1”

• “Group Administrators”

Browser-Based Administration

Version 7.1 provides the following GUI-based administrative user interfaces that 
enable you to manage and configure your deployment:

Security Console. The browser-based interface for administering the system, 
including RSA RADIUS.

Operations Console. The browser-based interface for running Authentication 
Manager utilities, configuring RSA RADIUS, and migrating data.

Self-Service Console. The browser-based interface for users to request tokens (if 
the provisioning feature is enabled) and perform self-service tasks.
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RSA Security Console

The Security Console provides access to day-to-day administrative tasks. The Security 
Console interface reflects the administrative permissions and scope of the 
administrator using it so that only the tasks and objects appropriate to the 
administrator’s assigned role are visible. Almost all of the tasks that you performed in 
the version 6.1 Database Administration application are now performed through the 
Security Console.

RSA Operations Console

The Operations Console handles tasks that you may need to perform only 
infrequently, such as migrating data from a version 6.1 realm or configuring RADIUS 
servers. The Operations Console also includes new web pages for performing 
Appliance-only tasks, such as configuring SNMP for the Appliance hardware.

RSA Self-Service Console

The RSA Self-Service Console provides an interface for users where they can activate 
tokens, test authentication, request enrollment, tokens, and user group membership, or 
perform troubleshooting tasks.

The features that appear in the Self-Service Console depend on the license you use 
during the Appliance primary Quick Setup.

RSA RADIUS

The RSA RADIUS Server is now fully integrated into the administrative interface of 
Authentication Manager. The RSA RADIUS server is installed during the Appliance 
primary and replica Quick Setup. The configuration of the RADIUS server is 
performed through the Operations Console, which allows you to do the following:

• Start and stop a RADIUS server.

• Edit the RADIUS server IP address.

• Promote a RADIUS replica to the primary.

• Edit the RADIUS dictionary and configuration files.

Administration of the RADIUS server is performed through the Security Console. You 
can use the Security Console to complete most tasks associated with managing 
RADIUS day-to-day operations related to the RADIUS servers, clients, profiles, and 
user attributes.

For more information, see “RSA RADIUS Deployment” on page 23.
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Increased Administrative Scoping

The version 7.1 administrative model is built on the concepts of roles, permissions, 
and scope. Authentication Manager includes a set of predefined administrative roles 
and it enables you to create custom roles. You can create as many types of 
administrators, and as many of each type, as your deployment requires. 

The following table describes the elements that define administrators.

For more information, see “Increased Administrative Scoping” in the 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide. For a direct link to this guide, see 
“Additional Concepts” on page 36.

Administrative Roles in RSA Authentication Manager 7.1

In version 6.1, roles are composed of a task list (what tasks can be performed by an 
administrator assigned the role) and a scope (which objects the administrator can 
administer). There are three predefined roles: realm, site, and group. Each of these 
roles can be assigned to an administrator and that administrator can be scoped to the 
realm or to a particular site or group within the realm.

Version 7.1 provides the following predefined administrative roles:

• Super Admin

• Realm Administrator

• Security Domain Administrator

• User Administrator

• Token Administrator

• Privileged Help Desk Administrator

• Help Desk Administrator

• Agent Administrator

• RADIUS Administrator

• Trusted Administrator

• Request Approver

• Token Distributor

Element Description

Role Governs which aspects of the system an administrator can manage. For 
example, user accounts.

Permission Governs the actions an administrator can perform. For example, assign tokens 
to users.

Scope Governs the boundaries of an administrator’s authority. Scope is limited by 
the security domain.
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Note: For full descriptions of these roles, see “Increased Administrative Scoping” in 
the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide. For a direct link to this guide, 
see “Additional Concepts” on page 36.

The most important predefined role is the Super Admin role. This role is the only role 
with full administrative permission in all realms and security domains in your 
deployment. Installation of version 7.1 creates the Super Admin role and assigns it to 
the user you specify as the Super Admin. The following table shows how the 
version 6.1 roles are migrated. 

Group Administrators

In version 7.1, it is no longer possible to scope an administrator to a group. 
Administrators are scoped to security domains only. To ensure that no administrators 
are migrated with a higher level scope than they had in version 6.1, the group 
administrator role is migrated, but not assigned to any version 6.1 group 
administrators.

For example, group administrators in version 6.1 can only view and change users in 
their scoped groups. When these administrators are migrated, if they were assigned a 
group administrator role, their privileges could only be scoped to a security domain, 
which could contain other users or groups over which the administrator did not 
previously have any privileges. Rather than expand the privileges and abilities of these 
administrators, the migration process restricts their privileges.

After migration, former group administrators have no administrative power. You must 
assign administrative roles to these former group administrators, and scope them to 
particular security domains.

Version 6.1 Version 7.1

Realm Administrator Realm Administrator.

Site Administrator Security Domain Administrator.

Group Administrator Migrated as a custom administrator role, but 
not assigned to version 6.1 group 
administrators. For more information, see 
“Group Administrators” on page 35.

Custom administrators Migrated as custom administrator roles.
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Additional Concepts

The previous sections describe new features and concepts for 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 and RSA Authentication Manager 7.1. This section 
explains where to find additional information.

Next Steps

You now are ready to plan for migration, as described in Chapter 2, “Preparing for 
Migration.”

Concept See

Important: If the links do not work, you must put your RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set and your 
RSA Authentication Manager documentation set into the same directory. For more information, see “Links in 
the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections” on page 13.

Update your disaster recovery plans Chapter 13, “System Maintenance and Disaster Recovery” in the  
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Replication model “The Replication Model” in the  
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Trusted realms “Trusted Realms” in the  
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Increased administrative scoping and 
predefined administrative roles

“Increased Administrative Scoping” in the RSA Authentication 
Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Real-time authentication, system, and 
administration activity monitors

“Viewing Authentication Manager Activity in Real-Time” in the 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Plan user self-service and token 
provisioning

Chapter 8, “Planning User Self-Service and Token Provisioning” 
in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Appliance-only logging and reporting Chapter 12, “Appliance Logging and SNMP” in the RSA SecurID 
Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Custom Authentication Manager reports “Generating Reports” in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
Administrator’s Guide
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2 Preparing for Migration

• How to Prepare for Migration

• System Requirements

• RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Planning Checklist

• Enabling JavaScript for Appliance Quick Setup

• Migration Path of Machine Name and IP Address

• Data Migration Options

• Migrating Self-Service and Provisioning Data

• RSA RADIUS Deployment

• Appliance SNMP Reporting

• Planning a Test Migration

• Additional Tasks

• Next Steps

How to Prepare for Migration

Before you start the migration process, complete the following pre-migration tasks.

Task See

 Verify system requirements, including 
supported identity sources, browsers, the 
ports that Authentication Manager uses, 
and the version of installed 
authentication agents.

“System Requirements” on page 38

 Verify that installed authentication agents 
are supported.

“Supported Authentication Agents” on 
page 44

 Collect the information required by the 
Appliance primary Quick Setup.

“RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Planning 
Checklist” on page 45

 Verify that the administrator responsible 
for migration has access to and sufficient 
administrative privileges on 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 or 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 servers 
to dump the database and perform 
administrative tasks required to clean up 
the database.

“Administrative Roles in 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1” on 
page 34
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System Requirements

Before you migrate to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, which includes 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, make sure that your system meets these minimum 
requirements for system components:

• “Supported Migration Paths” on page 38

• “Hardware and Operating System Requirements” on page 39

• “Supported Identity Sources” on page 39

• “Supported Browsers” on page 40

• “RSA Authentication Manager Port Usage” on page 41

• “Access Through Firewalls” on page 44

• “Supported Authentication Agents” on page 44

• “Determining the API Version of Installed Custom Windows Agents” on page 45

Supported Migration Paths

You can migrate to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 from RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 or 
later and from RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, 6.1.1, or 6.1.2. You cannot migrate 
from RSA Authentication Manager 7.0 or 7.1. 

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 supports an all-Appliance environment. A mixed 
Appliance and non-Appliance environment is not supported. 

 Verify that you have enabled JavaScript 
in your browser.

“Enabling JavaScript for Appliance Quick 
Setup” on page 46

 Determine the type of data migration that 
you want to do.

“Data Migration Options” on page 48

 Determine the migration path of the 
hostname and IP address.

“Migration Path of Machine Name and IP 
Address” on page 47

 Resolve all pending 
RSA Deployment Manager token 
provisioning requests

 “Migrating Self-Service and Provisioning 
Data” on page 51

Task See
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Hardware and Operating System Requirements

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 includes RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 and an rPath 
Linux operating system (compatible with Red Hat Linux) preinstalled on hardware.

For technical requirements, such as storage-system power requirements, and operating 
limits, such as the ambient temperature limits, see the RSA Appliance Rack and Bezel 
Installation Guide CD included with the Appliance.

For an example of how to add the Appliance to a network, see Appendix C, 
“Migration Scenario.” This sample migration scenario uses a fictitious representative 
company to show you an example of an Appliance deployment. Other deployments 
are also supported.

Important: RSA Authentication Manager requires a minimum of 20 GB free disk 
space. Disk space usage depends on the scale of your deployment. Do not allow all 
disk space to become consumed. At that point, Authentication Manager may stop 
operating and be difficult to restore.

Supported Identity Sources

RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 supports the following datastores:

• The Authentication Manager internal database

• One or more LDAP directories (called an identity source within Authentication 
Manager)

If you use the Authentication Manager internal database only, it contains all user, user 
group, policy, and token data. If you integrate Authentication Manager with external 
identity sources, only user and user group data reside in the external identity source. 
Policy and token data are stored in the Authentication Manager internal database.

Internal Database

Authentication Manager includes an internal database on the Appliance. The internal 
database contains all application and policy data, and you may choose to store user 
and user group data in it.

Third-Party Identity Sources

Authentication Manager supports the use of external LDAP directories for user and 
user group data.

Supported LDAP directories are:

• Sun Java System Directory Server 5.2, SP3

• Microsoft Active Directory 2003, SP2

• Microsoft Active Directory 2008

Note: Active Directory Application Mode (ADAM) is not supported.
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Sun Java System Directory Server and Microsoft Active Directory must be located on 
a different machine than the Appliance. A network connection between the LDAP 
server and the Appliance is required. 

Authentication Manager LDAP integration does not modify your existing LDAP 
schema, but rather creates a map to your data that Authentication Manager uses. 

RSA strongly recommends SSL for Active Directory connections to avoid exposing 
sensitive data passing over the connection. For example, if bind authentications are 
performed over a non-SSL connection, the LDAP administrator password is sent over 
the network unencrypted. The use of SSL-LDAP requires that the appropriate 
certificate is accessible by Authentication Manager.

Supported Browsers

You use the browsers to access the Authentication Manager administrative interfaces 
(the RSA Security Console, the RSA Operations Console, and the RSA Self-Service 
Console). RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 supports the following browsers.

On Windows

• Internet Explorer 6.0 

• Internet Explorer 7.0 

• Internet Explorer 8.0 

• Firefox 3.6 

On Linux

• Firefox 3.6 

On Solaris

• Firefox 3.6 

Note: On all browsers, JavaScript must be enabled. Microsoft Internet Explorer may 
require configuration depending on its security level setting. For more information, 
see “Enabling JavaScript for Appliance Quick Setup” on page 46 and “Configuring 
Your Browser to Support the RSA Authentication Manager Consoles” on page 60.
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RSA Authentication Manager Port Usage

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 reserves the following ports for Authentication Manager. 
These port numbers enable authentication, administration, replication, and other 
services on the network.

Important: If your current Authentication Manager uses ports other than those listed 
in the following table, you must reconfigure port numbers after migration. For more 
information, see “How to Configure Custom Ports” on page 110.

Port Number Protocol Service Description

22 TCP SSH Used to access the Appliance 
operating system, if SSH is 
enabled. The operating 
system password is required.

161 UDP Appliance SNMP agent Used by the Appliance 
SNMP agent to listen for 
requests and send responses 
to a Network Management 
System (NMS).

The Appliance SNMP agent 
is used for 
Appliance-specific 
monitoring, such as traps to 
monitor fan failure and 
temperature sensors.

By default, the Appliance 
sends traps to port 162 on the 
machine that receives the 
traps.

Note: If you edit the 
Appliance SNMP ports 
through the 
Operations Console, the 
system automatically updates 
the Appliance operating 
system.

199 TCP and 
UDP

Appliance Operating System Used as a listening port by 
the Appliance operating 
system.
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1161 UDP SNMP agent Used by the Authentication 
Manager SNMP agent to 
listen for requests and send 
responses to a Network 
Management System (NMS).

Note: If you edit this port 
through the Security Console, 
the system automatically 
updates the Appliance 
operating system.

1162 UDP SNMP agent Used to send Authentication 
Manager traps to the 
Network Management 
System (NMS) using the 
Simple Network 
Management Protocol.

Note: If you edit this port 
through the Security Console, 
the system automatically 
updates the Appliance 
operating system.

1645 UDP RADIUS authentication 
(legacy port)

Used for authentication 
requests from RADIUS 
clients.

1646 UDP RADIUS accounting (legacy 
port)

Used for requests for 
RADIUS accounting data.

1812 TCP and 
UDP

RADIUS authentication 
(standard port)

Used for RADIUS 
authentication and 
accounting.

1813 TCP and 
UDP

RADIUS (standard port) Used for RADIUS 
administration and 
replication. 

2334 TCP RSA Authentication Manager 
database listener

Used to replicate data 
between instances.

5500 UDP Agent authentication Used for communication 
with authentication agents. 
This service receives 
authentication requests from 
agents and sends replies.

Port Number Protocol Service Description
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5550 TCP Agent auto-registration Used for communication 
with authentication agents 
that are attempting to register 
with Authentication 
Manager. 

5556 TCP RSA Authentication Manager 
node manager

Used to monitor and manage 
various services.

5580 TCP Offline authentication service Used to receive requests for 
additional offline 
authentication data, and send 
the offline data to agents. 
Also used to update server 
lists on agents.

7002 TCP RSA Authentication Manager Used for SSL-encrypted 
administration connections.

RSA Authentication Manager 
Microsoft Management 
Console snap-in

Used for SSL-encrypted 
connections.

7004 TCP RSA Self-Service Console 
proxy server/SSL

Used for communication 
from users to Authentication 
Manager for requests and 
maintenance tasks. This port 
is used for SSL connections.

7006 TCP RSA Authentication Manager 
administration channel

Internal use only.

7008 TCP RSA Authentication Manager 
administration server

Internal use only.

7012 TCP RSA Authentication Manager 
administration channel

Internal use only.

7014 TCP RSA Authentication Manager 
proxy server administration 
channel

Internal use only.

7022 TCP Network access point Used for mutually 
authenticated SSL-encrypted 
trusted realm connections.

7072 TCP RSA Operations Console Used for SSL connections.

7082 TCP RADIUS Used by the RSA RADIUS 
domain.

Port Number Protocol Service Description
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Access Through Firewalls

RSA recommends that you place all Appliances behind a firewall. To enable 
authentication through firewalls and accommodate Network Address Translation 
(NAT), the Security Console allows you to configure alias IP addresses for your 
Appliances and alternate IP addresses for your authentication agents. You can assign 
four distinct IP addresses (the original IP address and up to three aliases) to each 
Appliance. You can assign an unlimited number of alternate IP addresses (one primary 
IP address) to your agents.

You need to know the agent’s primary and alternate IP addresses and the Appliance 
primary IP address and aliases. If your deployment includes multiple locations, you 
also need to know the ports used for Authentication Manager communications and 
processes (such as replication). You may need to open some new ports in any firewalls 
between locations, or clear some existing ports for your deployment. The alias IP 
addresses can use the same ports as the IP address of the primary NIC. For more 
information on ports, see “RSA Authentication Manager Port Usage” on page 41.

Supported Authentication Agents

RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 supports version 5 agents and later:

Installed RSA Authentication Agents. The supported RSA Authentication 
Agents are listed and available for download on the RSA web site in the Agent 
Platform Support Matrix. Go to http://www.rsa.com/node.aspx?id=2573. 

To determine the version of these agents, see the agent documentation.

Embedded agents in third-party hardware and software. The supported 
third-party agents are listed on the following web site: 
http://www.rsasecured.com. Search for your products, and locate the versions 
that are supported by version 7.1.

To determine the version of these agents, see the Implementation Guides on the 
RSA Secured Partner Solutions Directory (http://www.rsasecured.com). The 
Implementation Guides include step-by-step instructions and other information 
about inter-operation of RSA products with these third-party products.

Customized agents created using the authentication API. Any custom 
authentication agents that were developed using version 5 of the authentication 
API are supported. Any custom agent developed using the authentication API 
prior to version 5 is no longer supported.

To determine the version of these agents, see the following section, “Determining 
the API Version of Installed Custom Windows Agents.”
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Determining the API Version of Installed Custom Windows Agents

To ensure that users can continue to authenticate through existing custom Windows 
agents after the migration to RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, determine the version 
of the authentication API that was used to develop the custom Windows agents. 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 supports authentication API version 5 or later.

To determine the API version of installed custom Windows agents:

1. Locate the aceclnt.dll file for each agent.

2. Right-click the file and select Properties.

3. Click the Version tab.

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Planning Checklist

Before you set up RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, collect the following information 
about each Appliance that you want to set up. You enter this information during Quick 
Setup.

 Appliance license file location. The .zip license file that you received when you 
purchased the product. Copy the .zip license file onto the computer that you will 
connect to the Appliance for Quick Setup. Use the same .zip file for both the 
Appliance primary and replica Quick Setup.

 (Appliance replica Quick Setup only) Replica package file location and 
password. The file that configures replication from the Appliance primary to the 
Appliance replica, and the master password that you entered to create the replica 
package file. After you complete the Appliance primary Quick Setup, create the 
replica package file in the Operations Console. Copy the replica package file onto 
the computer that you will connect to the Appliance replica for Quick Setup.

 Time synchronized to an NTP server. RSA requires that all Appliances have 
their time synchronized to the same NTP server. In the absence of a reliable 
external time source, Authentication Manager will make a best effort attempt to 
synchronize the clock on each Appliance. Even with these controls, time drift may 
still exceed acceptable levels. Having a different time on several Appliances can 
result in authentication failures and problematic replication behavior. For more 
information, see “Maintaining Accurate System Time Settings” on page 105.

 Operating password. The password that provides access to the Appliance 
operating system for troubleshooting and advanced administration. The password 
must be between 8 and 32 characters and contain at least 6 alphabetic characters 
and at least 1 non-alphanumeric character excluding @ and ~. For example: 
gyz!8kMh. Create a unique password for each Appliance. 

 Super Admin User ID and password. The User ID and password of an 
administrator who has all permissions within the Authentication Manager system. 
The password must be between 8 and 32 characters and contain at least 6 
alphabetic characters and at least 1 non-alphanumeric character excluding 
@ and ~. For example: gyz!8kMh. On the Appliance primary, you create a Super 
Admin User ID. On an Appliance replica, you enter an existing Super Admin 
User ID.
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 Network settings:

– Hostname. The fully qualified hostname by which the Appliance is known on 
the network. You cannot change the hostname after the Appliance primary 
Quick Setup, unless you reset the system defaults and perform Quick Setup 
again. See “Additional Tasks” on page 53.

– IP address. The static IP address that identifies the Appliance on the network. 
The Appliance does not support DHCP.

– Subnet mask. The filter that identifies the subnet of an IP address.

– Default gateway. The network point that acts as an exit from the local subnet 
to another network.

– DNS server IP address. The IP address or hostname of the DNS servers on 
the network. You can enter more than one DNS server.

Enabling JavaScript for Appliance Quick Setup

Before you log on for Appliance Quick Setup, you must enable JavaScript in your 
browser.

Note: Browsers used to administer Authentication Manager must have JavaScript 
enabled and JRE 1.4.1 or later installed. To obtain JRE 1.4.1, go to www.sun.com and 
enter “JRE 1.4.1” in the Search field. Follow the resulting links to download and 
install the software.

Enabling JavaScript for Internet Explorer

To enable JavaScript:

1. In Internet Explorer, select Tools > Internet Options > Security. 

2. Select the appropriate web content zone. If you use the default security level, 
JavaScript is enabled. 

3. If you use a custom security setting, click Custom Level, and do the following:

a. Scroll down to Miscellaneous > Use Pop-up Blocker, and select Disable.

b. Scroll down to Scripting > Active Scripting, and select Enable.

c. Scroll down to Scripting > Allow paste operations via script, and select 
Enable.

d. Scroll down to Scripting > Scripting of Java Applets, and select Enable.

4. Click OK.
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Enabling JavaScript for Mozilla Firefox

Generally, you do not need to enable JavaScript for Firefox. If JavaScript is disabled, 
perform the following procedure.

To enable JavaScript:

1. Open the Firefox browser.

2. Click Tools > Options > Content.

3. Select Enable JavaScript.

4. Click OK.

Migration Path of Machine Name and IP Address

Before you migrate to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, you must decide if you want to 
continue using the same hostname and IP address for each server. There are 
advantages and disadvantages to either method.

Migration with the Same Machine Name and IP Address

Using the same hostname and IP address for RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 can save 
you the time and effort of updating your authentication agents, because there is no 
need to generate and distribute new configuration (sdconf.rec) files to each agent. 

Additionally, you do not have to reestablish any cross-realm relationships.

However, you will experience some additional downtime of your Authentication 
Manager servers because you must remove the existing hardware from the network 
and add RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 using the same name and IP address. You can 
minimize the impact by configuring the new Appliance in a test environment. You can 
then shut down the existing Authentication Manager version 6.1 server or Appliance 
2.0 server, and immediately move RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 server from the test 
environment to your live network. Depending upon where you have placed the 
hardware, this could be as simple as moving a network cable from one machine to 
another.

Migration with a New Machine Name and IP Address

Using a new hostname and IP address for RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 requires 
additional time to generate and distribute new configuration (sdconf.rec) files to each 
of your authentication agents. The configuration file contains the new hostname and 
IP address. Until you do this, none of your users can authenticate, because the 
authentication agents do not know the updated hostname and IP address. Therefore, 
the agents cannot send authentication requests to the correct Authentication Manager. 
Consider the number of agents in your deployment and the length of time it will take 
to update all of them.

You will also need to reestablish each existing cross-realm relationship. 
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If you find it necessary to revert to RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 or 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0, the process requires shutting down the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 servers, and restarting the version 6.1 or version 2.0 
servers. You must again distribute configuration (sdconf.rec) files to each of your 
authentication agents. Additionally, you must delete the sdstatus.12 file from each 
RSA Authentication Agent to ensure that the agents are sent a new contact list, which 
is the list of all the servers in the realm.

Data Migration Options

During the migration, the Operations Console prompts you to choose one of three 
modes for data migration:

Typical Mode. A typical migration performs the migration with the default values 
of the custom migration selected, including the following:

• Performs the actual migration, and not a test migration.
• Data conflicts. Makes a best effort to migrate data, rather than stop the 

migration, when a data conflict is detected.
• Select objects to migrate. Migrates all found objects.
• User Migration. Migrates all users to the internal database, including any 

found LDAP users.
• Migrate into Sub-Domain. Migrates all objects into the internal database.

Rolling Upgrade Mode. Migrates only the delta records found in the dump file. 
Delta records track the database changes that accumulated on the Appliance 
replica while the Appliance primary was being migrated. Select the Rolling 
Upgrade Mode when you are migrating a replica server.

Custom Mode. Allows you to select which objects found in the dump file will be 
migrated. In the Custom Mode, you can also customize the following:

• “Test Migration” on page 49
• “LDAP Job and Identity Source Synchronization” on page 49
• “Conflicts During Data Migration” on page 50
• “Migration of Only a Subset of Your Data” on page 50
• “Data Migration to a Specific Security Domain” on page 51
• “Logon Name Conversion from NTLM to UPN” on page 51
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Test Migration

If you select Custom Mode for data migration, you can choose to perform a test 
migration. A test migration allows you to see the results of a migration without 
actually migrating any data, or affecting the database in any way. A test migration 
processes the data in the dump file, but does not commit any changes to the database. 
At the end of the test migration, a report is generated, which details each change that 
would be made during an actual migration. 

You can configure the test migration to run just as you want the real migration to run. 
For example, you can configure it to process all or part of the data in the dump file, or 
to continue even when data conflicts are found. Once the test migration completes, 
you can read the generated migration report to learn how your data will be processed, 
determine the severity of the conflicts, and plan methods for correcting the conflicts 
after the migration of the data completes.

For more information on data conversion and migration reports, see Appendix B, 
“Migration Data Conversion.”

LDAP Job and Identity Source Synchronization

If you select Custom Mode for data migration, you can configure how to map LDAP 
jobs to identity sources. Version 7.1 refers to user and user group data in an LDAP 
directory in real time. In version 6.1, the database is synchronized with the data in the 
LDAP directory. The major difference is that in version 6.1, the database contains 
copies of the LDAP data. Version 7.1 contains references to the data in the LDAP 
directory. Administration of LDAP users and user groups is usually restricted to the 
LDAP administrator, and not the Authentication Manager administrator, unless you 
have configured your LDAP directory to allow Authentication Manager read/write 
access.

The Operations Console prompts you to specify how to map jobs to identity sources as 
part of the migration of your version 6.1 data. RSA recommends that you plan how 
you will merge synchronization jobs into identity sources before you begin to migrate 
your deployment. 

Note: When mapping identity sources, the Operations Console displays only the 
identity sources that are linked to the default realm. Identity sources that are linked to 
another realm are not displayed.

If you used LDAP synchronization jobs in version 6.1, the migration process can 
create an identity source for each job. However, you may be able to map multiple 
synchronization jobs to a single identity source, and minimize the administrative 
burden of managing identity sources and users.

In version 6.1, configuring LDAP synchronization jobs requires you to specify the 
following information:

• An LDAP host

• A base DN
For each synchronization job, examine the base DN of the job to determine if 
there are any common base DNs that you can merge into a single identity source.
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• A scope
The scope of the job specifies the number of levels below the base DN that the job 
extends. If the scope of a job is just the base DN or one level below the base DN, 
you may have other jobs at lower levels of the directory tree that you can combine 
into one identity source.

• An optional query filter 
The query filter allows you to select users that meet certain criteria. If you have 
filtered users in Authentication Manager to overcome any restrictions in the 
number of records that your directory can update at the same time, you can 
overcome this restriction by merging the jobs. For example, you may have 
multiple jobs that filter on the last name of users. One job filters users whose last 
name begins with letters from A to G, another job filters from H to S, and another 
filters from T to Z. If these jobs have the same base DN, combine them into one 
identity source.

Conflicts During Data Migration

If you select Custom Mode for data migration, you can configure the installation to 
handle data conflicts in the dump file in these ways: 

• The installation can detect a data conflict, log it, and continue the migration of the 
remaining data.

• The installation can detect a data conflict, and stop the migration of the data.
Changes made before a conflict is detected are maintained in the database, and in 
your LDAP directory, if the directory is read/write enabled.

The ability to run a test migration can alleviate any concerns that you may have about 
data conflicts, and allows you to see the results of the migration before making any 
changes to the database. For more information, see “Test Migration” on page 49.

Migration of Only a Subset of Your Data

If you select Custom Mode for data migration, you can choose to migrate only a 
subset of your data. The version 6.1 database dump utility allows you to select the 
specific data that you want to dump. Version 7.1 provides you with the ability to filter 
the data in your dump file, and then you can migrate the specific data that you want 
and ignore the rest. You can filter your dump file based on the following types of data:

• System settings
For example, administrator authentication methods allowed, Windows password 
integration status, required PIN lengths, and password expiration limits.

• Administrative roles

• Cross-realm relationships

• Active LDAP synchronization jobs
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Data Migration to a Specific Security Domain

If you select Custom Mode for data migration, when migrating data into the 
version 7.1 deployment, the administrator migrating the data can choose to migrate 
the data to a specific security domain. For example, when multiple version 6.1 realms 
are migrated into a single version 7.1 realm, you may want to maintain some of the 
existing structure by creating lower-level security domains for each version 6.1 realm, 
and migrating the data to the lower-level security domain.

The Super Admin can migrate data into any security domain in the realm. If 
lower-level administrators are migrating the data in the dump file, they can only 
migrate the data into a security domain over which they have administrative scope. In 
such a case, only those security domains over which the administrator has scope are 
visible in the Operations Console interface.

Logon Name Conversion from NTLM to UPN

If you select Custom Mode for data migration, you can choose to have version 7.1 
access and store user logon names in the User Principal Name (UPN) format. An 
example of a UPN-formatted name is auser@domain.com. Version 6.1 stores user 
logon names in the Windows NT LAN Manager (NTLM) format. An example of an 
NTLM-formatted name is DOMAIN\auser. As part of migration, you have the option 
to map NTLM-formatted names to an equivalent UPN-formatted name, so that 
authentication requests from existing authentication agents can be processed.

Important: If you choose not to perform any mapping, be aware that existing agents 
may not be able to authenticate users.

Migrating Self-Service and Provisioning Data

RSA Deployment Manager, the self-service and provisioning solution provided by 
RSA for previous versions of Authentication Manager, has been discontinued. Token 
provisioning and user self-service have been integrated into the Security Console. 
These features are known as RSA Credential Manager.

There is no migration of any Deployment Manager data to Credential Manager. As a 
result, if you are licensed to use the provisioning features of Deployment Manager, 
you must make sure that all pending provisioning requests have been processed before 
you migrate to version 7.1. Once you migrate, any pending requests are lost. You must 
notify the users who made the requests that they will need to make another request 
once Credential Manager is properly configured.

Note: The token provisioning feature requires an Enterprise Server license.

Version 7.1 does provide predefined approver and distributor roles that you can assign 
to administrators responsible for handling account and token requests. 

For more information, see “Additional Tasks” on page 53.
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RSA RADIUS Deployment

RSA RADIUS is configured through the RSA Operations Console. RSA RADIUS is 
fully integrated with RSA Authentication Manager 7.1. When you back up the 
Appliance primary, RSA RADIUS server and configuration data is included in the 
backup. You cannot configure RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 as a standalone RADIUS 
Server. To use RSA RADIUS, you must also deploy RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
on the same machine.

Appliance SNMP Reporting

In order to use the SNMP functionality included in RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, you 
must configure SNMP. Earlier configuration settings are not migrated.

RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 or later supported the SNMP Plug-in for 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0. This optional software set up traps for 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 or later. Third-party SNMP tools were supported 
with non-Appliance RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 or later servers.

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 includes fully integrated SNMP reporting. Web-based 
administrative interfaces allow you to configure SNMP for the 
Authentication Manager software (in the Security Console) and the Appliance 
hardware (in the Operations Console).

For more information, see “Configuring SNMP” in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 
Owner’s Guide. For a direct link to this guide, see “Additional Tasks” on page 53.

Planning a Test Migration

A test migration allows you to see the results of a migration without actually 
migrating any data, or affecting the database in any way. A test migration processes 
the data in the dump file, but does not commit any changes to the database. At the end 
of the test migration, a report is generated, which details each change that would be 
made during an actual migration. 

You can configure the test migration to run just as you want the real migration to run. 
For example, you can configure it to process all or part of the data in the dump file, or 
to continue even when data conflicts are found. Once the test migration completes, 
you can read the generated migration report to learn how your data will be processed, 
determine the severity of the conflicts, and plan methods of correcting the conflicts 
after the migration of the data completes.

Note: For more information on data conversion and migration reports, see 
Appendix B, “Migration Data Conversion.”
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Additional Tasks

The previous sections describe planning activities that you must complete before 
migration. This section explains where to find additional information on pre-migration 
tasks.

Next Steps

Set up your Appliance primary. See Chapter 3, “Setting Up the Appliance Primary.”

Task See

Important: If the links do not work, you must put your RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set and your 
RSA Authentication Manager documentation set into the same directory. For more information, see “Links in 
the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections” on page 13.

View hardware technical requirements, 
such as power requirements, and 
operating limits, such as ambient 
temperature limits

RSA Appliance Rack and Bezel Installation Guide CD

Plan user self-service and token 
provisioning

Chapter 8, “Planning User Self-Service and Token Provisioning” 
in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Configure SNMP for 
Authentication Manager

“Configuring SNMP” in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
Administrator’s Guide

Configure SNMP traps for the Appliance 
hardware and software

“Configuring Appliance SNMP” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Perform a factory reset and perform Quick 
Setup again

“Restoring System Defaults on the Appliance” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide
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3 Setting Up the Appliance Primary

• How to Set Up the Appliance Primary

• Preparing for the Appliance Primary Quick Setup

• Performing the Appliance Primary Quick Setup

• Putting the Appliance in its Final Location

• Configuring Your Browser to Support the RSA Authentication Manager Consoles

• Additional Tasks

• Next Steps

How to Set Up the Appliance Primary

To set up the RSA SecurID Appliance primary, complete the following tasks.

Preparing for the Appliance Primary Quick Setup

Quick Setup allows you to configure your Appliance through an easy-to-use software 
wizard. To prepare for the Appliance primary Quick Setup, complete the following 
tasks:

• Before you set up the Appliance, see the packing list included in the box. Confirm 
that you have all the contents listed on the list.

• Collect the required information about each Appliance that you want to set up. See 
“RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Planning Checklist” on page 45.

Task See

1. Prepare for Quick Setup. “Preparing for the Appliance Primary Quick 
Setup” on page 55

2. Complete Quick Setup. “Performing the Appliance Primary Quick 
Setup” on page 56

3. Put the Appliance in its final location. “Putting the Appliance in its Final Location” 
on page 58

4. Configure your browser to support the 
RSA Authentication Manager 
administrative Consoles.

“Configuring Your Browser to Support the 
RSA Authentication Manager Consoles” on 
page 60
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• Download the Appliance license file to the computer that you will connect to the 
Appliance for Quick Setup. See the following section, “Appliance License File 
Download.”

• Set up the Appliance hardware. See the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Getting 
Started. A printed copy is included with the Appliance, and a PDF is also 
available on RSA SecurCare Online. For a direct link to this guide, see 
“Additional Tasks” on page 64.

Appliance License File Download

When you purchase the Appliance, you receive a .zip license file from either RSA or 
the vendor from whom you purchase the product. As specified in “RSA SecurID 
Appliance 3.0 Planning Checklist” on page 45, you must copy the license file onto the 
computer that you will connect to the Appliance primary for Quick Setup. Do not 
unzip the .zip file. You use the same .zip file for both the Appliance primary and 
replica Quick Setup.

If you have not received the license file, fill out the end-user registration form at 
https://www.rsasecurity.com/go/end_user_ssl.asp, and RSA will e-mail the 
information to you.

RSA recommends that you store your .zip license file in a protected location available 
only to trusted administrative personnel. After the Appliance primary Quick Setup is 
complete, you should remove the license file from the computer that you used for 
Quick Setup.

Performing the Appliance Primary Quick Setup

To perform the Appliance primary Quick Setup:

1. Launch Quick Setup:

a. On the computer connected directly to the Appliance, open a browser and 
enter https://192.168.100.100 to launch Quick Setup.

b. Click Start Primary Quick Setup. 

Important: If you try to launch Quick Setup immediately after completing the 
procedure in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Getting Started, you might need 
to wait a few minutes for Quick Setup to be available.
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2. On the Appliance primary Quick Setup page, click Start Step 1.

3. Accept the license agreement, and click Next. 
You must accept the license agreement to continue.

4. Select the .zip license file, and click Next.
Be sure that you have copied the .zip license file onto the computer that you 
connect to the Appliance for Quick Setup. See “Appliance License File 
Download” on page 56.

5. Configure the Appliance with the correct date and time, and click Next:

a. Select the time zone that the Appliance is in.

b. Manually enter the date and time

c. (Optional) Enter a hostname or IP address for a local or Internet time server.
You can enter multiple hostnames or IP addresses. Use the up and down 
arrows to specify the order. The Appliance uses the first time server in the list 
that provides a date and time.

Note: RSA requires that all Appliances have their time synchronized to the 
same NTP server. In the absence of a reliable external time source, 
Authentication Manager will make a best effort attempt to synchronize the 
clock on each Appliance. Even with these controls, time drift may still exceed 
acceptable levels. Having a different time on several Appliances can result in 
authentication failures and problematic replication behavior. For more 
information, see “Maintaining Accurate System Time Settings” on page 105.

6. Create and confirm the operating system password, and click Next.
You use this password with the predefined User ID, emcsrv, to access the 
Appliance operating system for troubleshooting and advanced administration. 
You might access the operating system to run RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
command line utilities (CLUs). Record the password, so that you can access it 
when you need it.

7. Create the Super Admin User ID and password, and click Next.
The Super Admin account has all permissions within the Authentication Manager 
system. The User ID and password that you enter is the initial logon information 
for the RSA Security Console and the RSA Operations Console. The password 
that you enter also will be used as the master password for operations such as 
setting up an Appliance replica or handling security certificates. 
The Super Admin password expires according to the password policy. The master 
password does not expire or change unless it is altered with the Manage Secrets 
utility. For more information about these passwords, see the RSA SecurID 
Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide. For a direct link to this guide, see “Additional 
Tasks” on page 64.
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8. Configure the network data settings for the first Network Interface Card (NIC), 
and click Next.
You can enter multiple hostnames or IP addresses for the DNS Server 
Configuration. Use the up and down arrows to specify the order.

Note: If you enter incorrect information, the Appliance primary Quick Setup 
warns you that something appears to be wrong, but it will continue to 
complete the network setup.

To configure an additional NIC after Quick Setup is complete, see the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide. For a direct link to this guide, see 
“Additional Tasks” on page 64.

9. Review the information that you have entered. If you want to change any of the 
information, click Back and make the change on the applicable page.

10. Click Start Configuration.

Note: You cannot change the hostname after the Appliance primary Quick 
Setup begins to configure the Appliance, unless you restore the system 
defaults and run Quick Setup again. See “Restoring System Defaults on the 
Appliance” in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide. For a direct 
link to this guide, see “Additional Tasks” on page 64.

11. After the Appliance completes the configuration tasks, click Shut Down 
Appliance Now, or wait for the Appliance to shut down automatically.

12. Continue to step 1 in the following section, “Putting the Appliance in its Final 
Location.”

Putting the Appliance in its Final Location

To put the Appliance in its final location:

1. Disconnect the computer from the Appliance.

2. Put the Appliance in its final location (for example, on a rack or on a table), and 
connect it to your network. 
For information on installing the rails and attaching the bezel, see the 
RSA Appliance Rack and Bezel Installation Guide CD included with the 
Appliance.

3. Attach the power cord retention clip or bracket, depending upon your hardware 
version, as described in the following section, “Attaching the Power Cord 
Retention Clip or Bracket.”
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Attaching the Power Cord Retention Clip or Bracket

The power cord retention clip or bracket prevents the Appliance from being 
accidentally unplugged. Depending upon your Appliance hardware version, perform 
one of the following procedures.

Attaching the Power Cord Retention Clip to the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 130

To attach the power cord retention clip to the RSA SecurID Appliance 130:

1. Connect the power cord to the Appliance. 

2. Attach the cable retention clip to the back of the system, run the cable through the 
cable retention clip as shown in the following figure, and close the clip.

3. Plug the power cord into a grounded electrical outlet or a separate power source, 
such as an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) or a power distribution unit (PDU).
The Appliance starts when you plug in the power cord.
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Attaching Both Power Cord Retention Brackets to the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 250

To attach the power cord retention brackets to the RSA SecurID Appliance 250:

1. Connect both power cords to the Appliance.

2. For each power cord, attach the power cord retention bracket on the right bend of 
the power supply handle. Bend the system power cable into a loop as shown in the 
following figure and attach to the bracket’s cable clasp.

3. Plug the power cords into a grounded electrical outlet or a separate power source, 
such as an uninterrupted power supply (UPS) or a power distribution unit (PDU).
The Appliance starts when you plug in the first power cord.

Configuring Your Browser to Support the RSA Authentication 
Manager Consoles

The Authentication Manager administrative interfaces (the RSA Security Console, the 
RSA Operations Console, and the RSA Self-Service Console) are browser-based. 
Before you can log on and administer Authentication Manager on the Appliance, you 
must configure your browser to support the Consoles as described in the following 
sections.

Note: Browsers used to administer Authentication Manager must have JavaScript 
enabled and JRE 1.4.1 or later installed. To obtain JRE 1.4.1, go to www.sun.com and 
enter “JRE 1.4.1” in the Search field. Follow the resulting links to download and 
install the software. For information on enabling Javascript for your browser, see 
“Enabling JavaScript for Appliance Quick Setup” on page 46.
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Accepting Security Certificates

During the Appliance primary Quick Setup, a self-signed root certificate for the 
deployment is generated and stored in 
/usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server/security/root.jks. 
Additional server certificates are generated and signed by this root certificate when 
you add additional replicas.

Because the newly created default self-signed certificate is not in your list of trusted 
root certificates, you receive a warning when first accessing the Security Console, 
Operations Console, or Self-Service Console.

Accept the certificate to prevent the warning from occurring. For information on how 
to accept certificates in different browsers, see “Certificate and Keystore Management 
for SSL” on page 109.

Adding the RSA Authentication Manager Consoles to Internet Explorer Trusted 
Sites 

If Internet Explorer is configured for enhanced security levels, you must add the 
Security Console URL, the Operations Console URL, and the Self-Service Console 
URLs to the list of trusted sites.

To add the Authentication Manager Consoles to trusted sites:

1. In Internet Explorer, select Tools > Internet Options > Security.

2. Select the Trusted Sites icon, and click Sites.

3. Type the URL for the Consoles in the entry next to the Add button, and click Add 
for each entry.

4. Click OK.

Console URL

Security Console https://<fully qualified domain name>:7004/console-ims

Operations Console https://<fully qualified domain 
name>:7072/operations-console

Self-Service Console https://<fully qualified domain 
name>:7004/console-selfservice
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Configuring Authentication Settings for the RSA Security Console

Important: Authentication settings are global and apply to all of the Appliances in 
your deployment.

To configure system-wide authentication settings:

1. In the Security Console, click Setup > Authentication Methods.

2. In the Console Authentication field, enter the authentication method that 
administrators must use to log on to the Security Console. For example, to require 
an RSA SecurID authenticator and an LDAP password, enter 
SecurID+LDAP_Password.

Note: If you change the Console authentication method, you and all 
administrators who are currently logged on must authenticate with the new 
credential.
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3. (Optional) If you want to allow the same User ID to exist in more than one 
identity source, select Non-Unique User IDs. This can be useful if you have 
multiple identity sources.
Suppose you have one identity source for employees and one for clients. Selecting 
this option allows identical User IDs that exist in both identity sources to be 
managed by the system, for example, if you have an employee with the User ID 
jsmith and a customer with the User ID jsmith.

4. (Optional) To enable the LDAP password as an authentication method for console 
access, select LDAP Password.

5. Click Save.

Logging On to the RSA Authentication Manager Consoles

To access the RSA Security Console, RSA Operations Console, or 
RSA Self-Service Console:

1. Click the link on the desktop or open a supported browser and enter the URL for 
the desired Console listed in the following table.

For example, if the fully qualified domain name of your Appliance installation is 
“host.mycompany.com”, to access the Security Console, you would enter the 
following in your browser:
https://host.mycompany.com:7004/console-ims

2. To access the Security Console or Operations Console, enter the Super Admin 
User ID and password that you specified during the Appliance primary Quick 
Setup. Any Super Admin can access the Security Console or the Operations 
Console.

Important: The Security Console may take considerable time to start on its 
initial startup. This may extend to 10 minutes in some cases.

Any RSA SecurID user has permission to access the Self-Service Console.

Note: Do not use your Internet browser’s Back button to return to previously 
visited pages. Instead, use the Console’s navigation menus and buttons to 
navigate.

Console URL

RSA Security Console https://<fully qualified domain name>:7004/console-ims

RSA Operations Console https://<fully qualified domain name>:7072/operations-console

RSA Self-Service Console https://<fully qualified domain name>:7004/console-selfservice
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Additional Tasks

The previous sections describe how to set up your Appliance primary. This section 
explains where to find additional information on related topics.

Next Steps

Migrate the Appliance primary. See Chapter 4, “Migrating the Primary Server.”

Task See

Important: If the links do not work, you must put your RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set and your 
RSA Authentication Manager documentation set into the same directory. For more information, see “Links in 
the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections” on page 13.

Set up the Appliance hardware RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Getting Started

Configure RSA RADIUS “Configuring the RADIUS Server on the Appliance Primary” on 
page 113

Change your administrative passwords  “Password Administration” in the  
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Configure an additional Network Interface 
Card (NIC)

 “Configuring Secondary Network Interface Cards (NICs)” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Perform a factory reset, and then perform 
the Appliance primary Quick Setup again

 “Restoring System Defaults on the Appliance” in the  
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide
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4 Migrating the Primary Server

• How to Migrate the Primary Server

• Backing Up the Version 7.1 Database

• Dumping the Version 6.1 Data

• Migrating Data

• Reviewing the Migration Report

• Restoring the Database if Migration Fails or Is Incomplete

• Attaching the Demoted Appliance Primary as an Appliance Replica

• Migrating RADIUS Data to the Appliance Primary

• Migrating Log Files

• Additional Tasks

• Next Steps

How to Migrate the Primary Server

The following tasks are recommended to migrate your existing 
RSA Authentication Manager server (either a non-Appliance server with 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 or later, or RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 or later, 
which includes version 6.1) to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, which includes 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1.

Task See

1. Back up the version 7.1 database before 
transferring the version 6.1 data. This step 
is required.

“Backing Up the Version 7.1 Database” on 
page 66

2. Transfer specific files and dump the 
database and log from your existing 
version 6.1 primary server to the new 
database server hardware.

“Dumping the Version 6.1 Data” on page 68

3. Migrate the version 6.1 data to version 7.1. “Migrating Data” on page 76
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Backing Up the Version 7.1 Database

Backing up the version 7.1 database allows you to later restore the database to a 
freshly installed state, in which there is no version 6.1 data. This is required because 
RSA recommends that you migrate multiple times to a test system to ensure that your 
data is properly formatted and secure. 

Important: You must back up the version 7.1 database immediately after running the 
Appliance primary Quick Setup and before migrating any data.

Backing up the database requires the following procedures:

• “Configuring the Backup and Restore Settings”

• “Backing Up the Database”

Configuring the Backup and Restore Settings

Prepare for backing up the Version 7.1 database by specifying the maximum number 
of backups and the location to which to save the backup files. You can save backup 
files to the local hard disk or a remote NFS. 

By default, the Appliance saves the backup files to the local hard disk in the 
/var/cap/backups directory. Do not move, rename, or delete the backup files. After 
the Appliance creates the specified maximum number of backup files, it deletes the 
oldest backup file.

If you save the backup files to an NFS server, the Appliance saves an unencrypted 
backup file on the specified NFS server. Also, if you have multiple deployments of 
RSA SecurID Appliance (for example, an environment with a standalone primary and 
another environment with a primary and replicas), save the backup files from each 
deployment in separate directories on the NFS server or on separate servers.

4. Review the migration report to check for 
any issues with migration. Correct any 
issues in the version 6.1 database.

“Reviewing the Migration Report” on 
page 78

5. If the migration is not successful, restore 
the version 7.1 database to a freshly 
installed state and repeat tasks 2, 3, and 4.

“Restoring the Database if Migration Fails or 
Is Incomplete” on page 78

6. Migrate the version 6.1 log files. “Migrating Log Files” on page 88

Task See
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To configure backup and restore settings:

1. In the Operations Console, click Maintenance > Backups > Configure Backup 
and Restore.

2. In the Maximum Number of Backups field, enter the maximum number of 
backups that the Appliance creates before it deletes the oldest backup file. 

3. To select where the Appliance stores the backups, do one of the following: 

• Select Local Hard Disk to save the backup files on the Appliance.

• Select Remote NFS (Network File System) to save the backup files on an 
NFS.

Important: If you select NFS, the Appliance saves an unencrypted backup file 
on the specified server. Before you select this option, confirm that you have 
secured the NFS server and the network on which it resides.

4. If you selected Remote NFS in step 3, do the following: 

• Required. Enter the IP address or hostname of the NFS host.

• Required. Enter the path to the directory where you want the backups saved.

• (Optional) Enter the user name for the NFS.

• Required (if you enter a user name). Enter the password for NFS.

5. Click Save.

Backing Up the Database

To back up the database:

Important: The backup operation does not encrypt the backup file. If you are saving 
the backup file to an NFS server, use a third-party encryption application to encrypt 
the backup file.

1. In the Operations Console, click Maintenance > Backups > Backup Now.

2. Click Backup.
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Dumping the Version 6.1 Data

Follow the sections below to obtain the files that are required for migration:

• “Files Required for Migration” on page 68

• “Stop RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Services” on page 69

• “Dump the Database” on page 71

• “Dumping the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Log Files on a Non-Appliance 
Primary Server” on page 72

• “Exporting the LDAP Directory Certificates” on page 76

Files Required for Migration

The following table lists the files required for migration, their locations in 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, and a short description of the purpose of the files. 

Copy these files to a location that you can access through your web browser. If you are 
migrating from an Appliance, you must extract the backupCab1.cab file to obtain 
these files.

Important: If you transfer the files using ftp, use binary mode to avoid corrupting the 
files.

Filename Location Description

sdserv.dmp ACEDATA 
directory

Contains the data from your existing version 6.1 
database. For more information, see “Dump the 
Database” on page 71.

sdlog.dmp ACEDATA 
directory

Contains version 6.1 logs. For more information, see 
“Migrating Log Files” on page 88.

license.rec ACEDATA 
directory

Your original license file from the version 6.1 
primary server. The migration uses the license file to 
decrypt certain encrypted fields in the 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 database.

Note: This is different than the license .zip file that 
you received when you purchased the Appliance, and 
which you used for both the Appliance primary and 
replica Quick Setup.
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Stop RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Services

You must stop all RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services before dumping the 
database or log so that none of the processes are writing to the database or log. 

Depending upon whether you are using an RSA SecurID Appliance or a 
non-Appliance Authentication Manager server, perform one of the following 
procedures.

To stop RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services on a non-Appliance server:

1. On the version 6.1 machine, click Start > Programs > RSA Security > 
RSA Authentication Manager Control Panel.

2. In the Control Panel menu, click Start & Stop RSA Authentication Manager 
Services. 

3. Under Stop Services, click Stop All.

startup.pf ACE\rdbms32 The startup parameter file specifies the language 
used by the system running version 6.1. This file is 
required if you are using any of the following 
languages:

• Chinese

• Japanese

• Korean

• Spanish

active.map 
sunone.map

ACEUTILS\toolkit The LDAP synchronization job map files specify the 
location of the LDAP directories that contains the 
user information for LDAP users. These files are 
required if you are migrating user and user group 
data to LDAP identity sources. If you are using only 
the internal database to store user and user group 
data, you do not need to transfer these files.

cert7.db 
key3.db

ACEDATA 
directory

These files contain the SSL Security certificates 
required to establish SSL connections to your LDAP 
directory servers. For more information on exporting 
the certificates to version 7.1, see “Exporting the 
LDAP Directory Certificates” on page 76.

Filename Location Description
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To stop RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services on RSA SecurID Appliance 
2.0 or later:

1. On your computer, click Start > All Programs or Programs > 
Internet Explorer.

2. Log on to the Appliance web user interface (UI).

Note: The Appliance web UI allows you to perform administrative tasks on 
the Appliance through Internet Explorer, version 6.0. It is available through a 
link in the Favorites menu, if it has been added, or by entering a URL, such as 
https://<ApplianceName>:8098/ or https://<ApplianceMachineIP>:8098/.

3. Click the Advanced tab.

4. Click Remote Desktop.

5. Enter your Appliance user name and passcode (PIN plus tokencode), and click 
OK.

6. In Internet Explorer, scroll down to display the Start button for the Appliance.

7. On the Appliance, click Start > Programs > RSA Security > 
RSA Authentication Manager Control Panel.

8. In the Control Panel menu, click Start & Stop RSA Authentication Manager 
Services. 

9. Under Stop Services, click Stop All.

This Start button is 
on the Appliance.

This Start button is 
on your own 
computer’s desktop.
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Dump the Database

Dumping the database allows you to migrate the data to the 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 database on RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0. 

If you are migrating from RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 on a non-Appliance 
primary server:

• See the following section, “Dumping the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 
Database on a Non-Appliance Primary Server.”

• See “Dumping the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Log Files on a 
Non-Appliance Primary Server” on page 72.

If you are migrating from RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0, see “Dumping the Database 
and Log Files on RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0” on page 73.

If you are migrating from RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.1 or 2.0.2, see “Dumping the 
Database and Log Files on RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.1 and Later” on page 74.

Dumping the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Database on a 
Non-Appliance Primary Server

RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 provides a GUI-based utility for dumping the 
database on Windows and a command line utility for dumping the database on 
Windows, Linux, or Solaris.

Before You Begin

Stop all RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services. For more information, see “Stop 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Services” on page 69.

To dump the version 6.1 database using the GUI:

1. Click Start > Programs > RSA Security > RSA Authentication Manager 
Database Tools > Dump.
The Authentication Manager Database Dump dialog box opens.

2. Under Select Databases to dump, select Dump Server Database.

3. Under Options, select Include delta tables in dump file to dump all associated 
delta information. 

4. Under Selective Dump, select one of the following options to specify different 
categories of data:

• By Group. Dumps a specific group. Enter the name of a group.

• By User. Dumps a specific user. Enter a default user name.

• By Token. Dumps a specific token. Enter a serial number.

5. Under Disk Space Requirements, verify that the amount of disk space exceeds 
the amount of space required. In the Output Directory box, specify the directory 
path where you want to create the dump files.
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6. Click OK.
The status of the dump process is displayed.

7. Do one of the following:

• Click Close when the dump process is done.

• If you want to save the status report of the dump process, click Save As, 
specify a filename and a directory, click Save, and then click Close.

Dumping the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Log Files on a 
Non-Appliance Primary Server

Dumping the log creates a log dump file that you use to migrate the logs to 
version 7.1. Version 6.1 provides a a GUI-based utility for dumping the log on 
Windows and a command line utility for dumping the log on Windows, Linux, or 
Solaris. 

Note: RSA recommends that you dump the log at a time of low user and administrator 
activity. 

Before You Begin

• Check the size of the log to verify that there is enough disk space available to save 
the log dump file. 
The size of the log file depends on the log criteria that you selected in the system 
log parameters and the amount of activity on your existing version 6.1 servers.

• Stop all RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services. For more information, see 
“Stop RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Services” on page 69.

To dump the version 6.1 log using the GUI:

1. Click Start > Programs > RSA Security > RSA Authentication Manager 
Database Tools > Dump.
The Authentication Manager Database Dump dialog box opens.

2. Under Select Databases to dump, select Dump Log Database.

3. Under Disk Space Requirements, verify that the amount of disk space available 
exceeds the amount of space required. In the Output Directory box, specify the 
directory path where you want to create the dump file.

4. Click OK.
The status of the dump process is displayed.

5. Do one of the following:

• Click Close when the dump process is done.

• If you want to save the status report of the dump process, click Save As, 
specify a filename and a directory, click Save, and then click Close.
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Dumping the Database and Log Files on RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 

RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 allows you to dump both the database and log files by 
running a script.

RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.1 and later provides a quicker procedure that uses the 
Appliance web user interface (UI). See “Dumping the Database and Log Files on 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.1 and Later” on page 74.

Before You Begin

Stop all RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services. For more information, see “Stop 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Services” on page 69.

To back up the RSA Authentication Manager database on the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 primary:

1. On your computer, click Start > All Programs or Programs > 
Internet Explorer.

2. Log on to the Appliance web user interface (UI).

Note: The Appliance web UI allows you to perform administrative tasks on 
the Appliance through Internet Explorer, version 6.0. It is available through a 
link in the Favorites menu, if it has been added, or by entering a URL, such as 
https://<ApplianceName>:8098/ or https://<ApplianceMachineIP>:8098/.

3. Click the Advanced tab.

4. Click Remote Desktop.

5. Enter your Appliance user name and passcode (PIN plus tokencode), and click 
OK.

6. In Internet Explorer, scroll down to display the Start button for the Appliance.

7. On the Appliance, click Start > Run.

8. Click Browse.

9. On an RSA SecurID Appliance 1.0, navigate to the directory C:\ace\scripts.
On an RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0, navigate to the directory C:\authmgr\scripts.

This Start button is 
on the Appliance.

This Start button is 
on your own 
computer’s desktop.
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10. Select rotatebackup.bat, and click Open.

11. In the Run dialog box, click OK to create the backup file.
No messages appear when the backup is complete, and you do not need to directly 
access this file.

Note: The backup file (backupCab1.cab) contains copies of your user and 
log databases, license files, and configuration file. 

12. In the Appliance web UI, click the Maintenance tab.

13. Click Download Backup File.

14. Click Download backupCab1.cab file. The File Download - Security Warning 
dialog box opens.

15. Click Save.

16. In the Save As dialog box, navigate to a protected location that is not on the 
Appliance. For example, a network directory that only administrators can access.

Note: RSA recommends that you download the file to a location that is not on 
the Appliance. Store the backup file in a protected location available only to 
trusted administrative personnel.

17. Click Save. When the download is complete, all of the dialog boxes close.

18. Click Logout.

19. Exit Internet Explorer on your computer.

20. Navigate to the location that has the backupCab1.cab file, and extract the 
contents of the backup file into a folder. The necessary files are now available for 
migration to version 7.1.

Dumping the Database and Log Files on RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.1 
and Later 

RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.1 and later allows you to dump both the database and log 
files through the Appliance web user interface (UI).

For the RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0 procedure, see “Dumping the Database and Log 
Files on RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0” on page 73.

Before You Begin

Stop all RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services. For more information, see “Stop 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Services” on page 69.
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To back up the RSA Authentication Manager database on the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.1 or later primary:

1. On your computer, click Start > All Programs or Programs > 
Internet Explorer.

2. Log on to the Appliance web UI.

Note: The Appliance web UI allows you to perform administrative tasks on 
the Appliance through Internet Explorer, version 6.0. It is available through a 
link in the Favorites menu, if it has been added, or by entering a URL, such as 
https://<ApplianceName>:8098/ or https://<ApplianceMachineIP>:8098/.

3. Click the Maintenance tab.

4. Click Download Backup File.

5. Click Run Backup. 
After a few seconds, the date and time that the backup completed displays under 
the Download backupCab1.cab link. 

Note: The backup file (backupCab1.cab) contains copies of your user and 
log databases, license files, and configuration file. 

6. Click Download backupCab1.cab file. The File Download - Security Warning 
dialog box opens.

7. Click Save.

8. In the Save As dialog box, navigate to a protected location that is not on the 
Appliance. For example, a network directory that only Administrators can access.

Note: RSA recommends that you download the file to a location that is not on 
the Appliance. Store the backup file in a protected location available only to 
trusted administrative personnel. 

9. Click Save. When the download is complete, all of the dialog boxes close.

10. Click Logout.

11. Exit Internet Explorer on your computer.

12. Navigate to the location that has the backupCab1.cab file, and extract the 
contents of the backup file into a folder. The necessary files are now available for 
migration to version 7.1.
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Exporting the LDAP Directory Certificates

The LDAP directory certificate enables you to connect to your LDAP identity source 
using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. If you do not have access to the 
certificate files for each directory server, you can export the certificates from your 
existing version 6.1 installation. 

Note: You do not need to perform this procedure if you have access to the certificates.

To export the LDAP certificates:

1. List the certificates in the files. On the version 6.1 primary server, at the command 
line prompt, change directories to ACEPROG, and type:

certutil -L -d \ACEDATA\cert7.db + key3.db

where ACEDATA is the version 6.1 data directory containing the files.

2. Export each certificate in the list. Type:

certutil -L -d -n certname -r >filename.cer

where:

• certname is the name of the certificate.

• filename is a name you choose for the certificate file.

3. Copy the exported certificate files to the version 7.1 machine, and import them 
after migration. For more information on importing the certificates, see 
“Additional Tasks” on page 89.

Migrating Data

Migrating the data imports the version 6.1 data to the version 7.1 database. You can 
use the Operations Console for this purpose. You can run the Operations Console in 
Typical Mode, which migrates data with minimal interaction from you, or in Custom 
Mode, which allows you to filter migrated data, configure how certain data is 
migrated, and specify how LDAP synchronization jobs map to identity sources.

Before You Begin

• See “Data Migration Options” on page 48 and plan which data you want to 
migrate, which identity sources you are using, and address any other issues 
described in that section.

• Ensure that you have completed the tasks specified in the following sections:

– “Backing Up the Version 7.1 Database”

– “Dumping the Version 6.1 Data”
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To migrate version 6.1 data:

1. In the Operations Console, click Deployment Configuration > Migration > 
AM 6.1.

2. Verify your credentials by logging on again using the Super Admin User ID and 
password.

3. Specify the location of the following files on the Locate Files page:

• The sdserv.dmp file

• The version 6.1 license.rec file

• (Optional) If you are using Japanese, Chinese, Korean, or Spanish, specify the 
location of the startup.pf file.

4. Click Scan Dump Files.

5. Review the Scan Results page to verify that the data found in the dump file is the 
data that you want to migrate.

6. Select the migration mode that you want to use, and click Next. 
The following list provides a brief description of each of the modes:

• Typical Mode. Uses default settings. Select this mode to migrate all objects 
and users into the internal version 7.1 database. This mode makes a best effort 
to migrate data, rather than stop the migration, when a data conflict is 
detected.

• Custom Mode. Allows you to customize the behavior of the migration, 
including which data is migrated, how conflicts are resolved, chose whether to 
run a test migration, and where the data is migrated. If you select this mode, 
when you click Next, the Customize Migration screen displays the 
customizable options.

• Rolling Upgrade Mode. Migrates the delta records only. This mode is for 
migrating your replica servers.

7. Proceed through the remainder of the screens. For more information, see the 
Operations Console Help topics “Perform a Typical Mode or Rolling Upgrade 
Migration” and “Perform a Customized Migration.”

Note: The installation process creates the sdserv.dmp file in the 
/usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/utils/migration61 
directory. The file is created in a folder that is sorted by date and time. For 
example, 080902010244, if the migration completed in 2008, on September 
2nd, at 1:02:44.
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Reviewing the Migration Report

When the migration completes, it generates a migration report that lists which data 
was successfully migrated, which data failed to migrate, and any changes that were 
made to the data to accommodate the new logical model used in version 7.1. 

You must resolve any migration issues to ensure that your migrated Authentication 
Manager functions correctly and securely.

To review the migration report:

Click the link to the migration report and review the report to assist you in cleaning up 
your existing data.

Note: For information on resolving any issues, see Appendix B, “Migration Data 
Conversion.”

Restoring the Database if Migration Fails or Is Incomplete

Important: If your migration report only lists data that successfully migrated, then this 
procedure is not necessary. See “Migrating Log Files” on page 88.

After fixing the migration issues in your version 6.1 database, you must restore the 
version 7.1 database to a freshly installed state in which there is no version 6.1 data. 

Any previously migrated version 6.1 data prevents the same data from being migrated 
again. Restoring the database overwrites all existing data in the tables. You can then 
create a database dump file for version 6.1 and again migrate the data to version 7.1.

How you restore your database depends on your deployment configuration. You 
follow one procedure for a standalone Appliance primary. You follow a different 
procedure for an environment with a primary and replicas. For more information, see 
“Restoring the System from a Backup File on a Standalone Appliance Primary” on 
page 79 or “Restoring the System from a Backup File in an Environment with 
Replicas” on page 79.

For the restore operation, only use backup files that you created in the same type of 
deployment that you want to restore. For example, if you have a replicated 
environment, use a backup file created on an Appliance primary in a replicated 
environment. If you have a standalone primary, use a backup file created on the 
standalone primary. 

Important: You cannot restore the system with a backup file from a different type of 
deployment (for example, you cannot restore a standalone primary with a backup file 
from an Appliance primary in a replicated environment). If you attempt to do this, you 
must reset the Appliance to its factory state. For more information, see the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide. For a direct link to this guide, see 
“Additional Tasks” on page 89.
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Restoring the System from a Backup File on a Standalone Appliance Primary

On the Operations Console Restore from Backup page, you select the backup file that 
you want to use for the restore operation. The filename consists of the following 
components:

am-version-machine ID number-backup-timestamp.tgz

where:

• version is the version of the Appliance on which the backup file was created.

• machine ID number is the UUID of the Appliance on which the backup file was 
created.

• timestamp is the creation date and time of the backup file.

To restore your database from a backup file:

1. In the Operations Console, click Maintenance > Backups > Restore from 
Backup.

2. Click the backup file that you want to restore. 
Refer to the Created On date and Filename to determine which backup file to use. 
From the context menu, click Restore.
You are redirected to a second Restore from the Backup page.

3. In the Master Password field, enter the master password of the Appliance that 
you are on.

4. In Restore Type, select Database only to restore only the Authentication 
Manager database, which contains the Appliance-only data and configuration.

5. Click Restore.

6. Repeat the migration process described in “Dump the Database” on page 71 and 
“Migrating Data” on page 76.

Restoring the System from a Backup File in an Environment with Replicas

To restore the internal database in an environment with replicas, you must:

• Stop the replication process to prevent corrupting the database on each Appliance 
replica.

• Restore the database from the database backup files to an Appliance replica.

• Promote that Appliance replica to replace the stopped Appliance primary.

• Attach the remaining Appliance replicas to the new Appliance primary.

To restore the system from a backup file in an environment with replicas:

1. Select the Appliance replica that will be the new Appliance primary. 

2. In the Operations Console on the selected replica, restore the Appliance replica 
with the backup file created on the Appliance primary. 
For more information, see “Restoring the System from a Backup File on a 
Standalone Appliance Primary” on page 79.
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3. In the Operations Console on the selected replica, promote the replica to the 
primary. Select Recovery mode.
For more information, see “Step 2: Promote the Selected Appliance Replica” on 
page 81.

4. Use the Operations Console to attach the other replicas to the new primary. Use 
Automatic synchronization.
For more information, see “Step 3: Reattach all Appliance Replicas to the New 
Appliance Primary” on page 83.

5. Restart the new Appliance primary.

Note: To reattach the newly demoted primary, see “Attaching the Demoted Appliance 
Primary as an Appliance Replica” on page 86.

What Happens During Appliance Replica Promotion

Promoting an Appliance replica changes the whole replication topology. After you 
promote an Appliance replica, the following occurs:

• The Appliance replica becomes the new Appliance primary.

• The original Appliance primary is automatically detached from all Appliance 
replicas in the deployment. You must manually reattach each replica, one by one, 
to the new Appliance primary. For instructions, see “Step 3: Reattach all 
Appliance Replicas to the New Appliance Primary” on page 83.

• All configuration data referring to the original Appliance primary is removed 
from all Appliance replicas in the deployment.

Note: During the promotion process, you cannot perform any administrative 
functions, such as adding or deleting users.

This section describes promotion using a replicated deployment containing one 
Appliance primary and three Appliance replicas.

Step 1: Identify the Appliance Replica to Be Promoted

Identify which Appliance replica you are promoting to be the new Appliance primary. 
Consider these factors:

• How much hardware do you need for satisfactory load and performance?

• Which Appliance replica was updated most recently?

After promotion, the new Appliance primary performs all administrative functions, 
such as accumulating all logs from the Appliance replicas. Consider this issue when 
you review the memory and disk capacity of the Appliance replica being promoted.

If you cannot recover the Appliance primary, consider promoting the Appliance 
replica that was most recently updated when the Appliance primary was available. 

To display the status of each Appliance replica:

Use the Operations Console to review the replication status report. For information 
and instructions, see the Operations Console Help topic “Check Replication Status.”
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Step 2: Promote the Selected Appliance Replica

When you promote an Appliance replica to an Appliance primary, the following 
occurs:

• The original Appliance primary is detached from all Appliance replicas. 

• All references to the original Appliance primary, including the original 
configuration data of the Appliance primary, are removed at each Appliance 
replica.

• The selected Appliance replica is configured as the new Appliance primary. 

After you complete this step, all Appliance replicas are fully functional and capture all 
updates made locally at each Appliance. However, any updates made at either the 
Appliance replicas or the new Appliance primary are not propagated because the 
instances are not yet connected.

Note: After promotion, the new Appliance primary is configured to use the same 
identity sources that it used as an Appliance replica. Consider whether you need to 
reconfigure the new Appliance primary to use different identity sources. The identity 
sources that the Appliance replica used might offer lower capacity or performance 
than the new Appliance primary needs, because Appliance replicas do not send a large 
number of changes to an identity source. Consider using the same identity source that 
the original Appliance primary used, which may have better capacity to handle 
changes.

When you promote an Appliance replica to replace an Appliance primary, the system 
determines whether the Appliance primary is in a healthy or failed state. If the 
Appliance primary is in a healthy state, the chosen Appliance replica is promoted to 
become the Appliance primary, and the log files from the demoted Appliance primary 
are transferred into the new Appliance primary. If the Appliance primary is in a failed 
state, the chosen Appliance replica is promoted to become the Appliance primary, but 
the log files from the demoted Appliance primary are not transferred into the new 
Appliance primary. 

Important: RSA recommends that you use the RSA Operations Console to back up 
the data stored on the Appliance replica before you promote the Appliance replica to 
the Appliance primary. Before you promote an Appliance replica, check to make sure 
that replication is in a healthy state. For more information, see the Operations Console 
Help topic “Check Replication Status.”

To promote an Appliance replica to become the Appliance primary:

1. Select an Appliance replica that will be the new Appliance primary. 

2. Log on to the Operations Console of the Appliance replica that you selected, and 
click Deployment Configuration > Instances > Promote to Primary.
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3. On the Promote Replica to Primary page under Primary Instance Status View, 
check to see that the Appliance primary network status is Reachable.

Note: You can still promote an Appliance replica when the Appliance primary 
network status is Unreachable, but you need to complete the promotion 
manually by transferring the logs from the demoted Appliance primary or 
from a recent backup after the promotion is complete. For more information, 
see “Importing Logs from the Old Appliance Primary” on page 163.

Under the Replica Instance(s) Status View, check to see that the Appliance 
replica network status is Reachable, and the replication status is Complete.
If the replication status is Needs Action for an Appliance replica, click 
Deployment Configuration > Instances > Status Report. 
On the Replication Status Report page, do one of the following:

• If the Appliance replica status is Needs Action, click Resume Replication.

• If the Appliance replica status is Blocked or Unreachable, determine the 
cause and, if possible, make any necessary repairs.

After the Data Transfer Status for the Appliance replica is Complete, click 
Deployment Configuration > Instances > Promote to Primary to return to the 
Promote Replica to Primary page. If you are unable to resolve the problem, you 
can continue with the promotion process, but you will need to restore the 
Appliance replica after the promotion process is complete. For more information, 
see “Reattaching a Problem Appliance Replica to the New Appliance Primary” in 
the appendix “Troubleshooting” in the Owner’s Guide. 
Click Next.

4. On the Promote Replica Confirmation page under Confirmation, select Yes, 
promote the replica, and click Promote.

5. On the Promote Replica to Primary page under Replica Promotion Status, the 
promotion progress displays. For detailed information about the promotion 
process, click Advanced Status View.

6. When all of the promotion tasks are completed, the Promote Replica to Primary 
page displays Successfully promoted replica instance. If the promotion process 
completes with errors, you are given information about completing the process 
manually.

Note: If you are logged on to the demoted Appliance primary Operations 
Console after an Appliance replica promotion, you must log off and log back 
on for the changes to take effect.
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Step 3: Reattach all Appliance Replicas to the New Appliance Primary

You use the Operations Console to reattach Appliance replicas to the new Appliance 
primary after the promotion process is complete. The reattachment process 
synchronizes the data between the Appliance primary and any Appliance replicas. 

Note: If you want to add the original Appliance primary as an Appliance replica after 
the promotion, see “Attaching the Demoted Appliance Primary as an Appliance 
Replica” on page 86.

Note: If you have an Appliance replica whose network status is Unreachable or whose 
replication status is not complete before you promote your chosen Appliance replica 
to become the new Appliance primary, it becomes a problem Appliance replica after 
promotion is complete. Reattaching a problem Appliance replica requires a special 
procedure. For more information, see “Reattaching a Problem Appliance Replica to 
the New Appliance Primary” in the appendix “Troubleshooting” in the Owner’s 
Guide. 

Synchronizing Data Between the Appliance Replica and the Appliance 
Primary

When you reattach an Appliance replica, you must synchronize the replica database 
server with the Appliance primary database server. Synchronization ensures that both 
instances contain the same data. You can perform data synchronization automatically 
or manually. Use automatic synchronization if your network is able to reliably transfer 
all of the data, otherwise use manual synchronization.

Automatic synchronization. This method accomplishes data synchronization by 
establishing the network connection between the two instances and transferring 
over the network a schema file containing a snapshot of data in the Appliance 
primary database. You can perform this task using the Operations Console or the 
Manage Replication utility.

Note: You should not use automatic synchronization if you have a large 
database or if you are reattaching an Appliance replica over a wide area 
network (WAN).

Manual synchronization. This method accomplishes data synchronization by 
having you manually generate a replication data file containing a snapshot of data 
in the Appliance primary database, and copying this file to the tablespace 
directory of the Appliance replica. You can perform this task using the Operations 
Console or the Manage Replication utility.

Important: Each time you use the manual synchronization method, you must generate 
a new replication data file. Do not use the same replication data file for multiple 
Appliance replicas. Each new Appliance replica copies instance-specific data to the 
Appliance primary at the time of attachment. Using a previously used schema data file 
causes errors in replication. For more information, see “Reattach an Appliance 
Replica Using Manual Synchronization” on page 84.
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Reattach an Appliance Replica Using Automatic Synchronization

To reattach an Appliance replica using automatic synchronization:

1. Log on to the new Appliance primary Operations Console, and reattach an 
Appliance replica.

a. In the Operations Console, click Deployment Configuration > Instances > 
Manage Existing.

b. On the Manage Instance Replication page, click Attach Replicas.

c. Select the Appliance replica you want to attach.

d. Click Select.

e. Select Attach with Automatic Synchronization.

2. At the end of the attach process, click Done to return to the Manage Existing 
Instances page.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each Appliance replica. 

4. In the Appliance primary Operations Console, check the Manage Existing 
Instances page to see that replication between the Appliance primary and all the 
Appliance replicas is current.

5. Rebalance the Authentication Manager contact list.

a. In the Security Console, click Access > Authentication Agents > 
Authentication Manager Contact List > Automatic Rebalance.

b. On the Automatically Rebalance All Contact Lists page, click Rebalance.

Reattach an Appliance Replica Using Manual Synchronization

To reattach an Appliance replica using manual synchronization:

1. Log on to the new Appliance primary Operations Console, and reattach an 
Appliance replica.

a. In the Operations Console, click Deployment Configuration > Instances > 
Manage Existing.

b. On the Manage Instance Replication page, click Attach Replicas.

c. Select the Appliance replica you want to attach.

d. Click Select.

e. Select Attach with Manual Synchronization.

f. Click Attach to generate the replication package file.
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g. Use a third-party utility such as WinSCP to manually transfer the replication 
package file (.dmp) from the Appliance primary to the Appliance replica. 
Transfer the file from the Appliance primary to your Windows machine, and 
then transfer the file to the Appliance replica tablespace directory in 
/usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthentication 
Manager/db/oradata/database_name where database_name is the name of 
the directory containing the database files, for example, abdmfys6. 

Important: Make sure that the replication data file is copied as belonging to 
the Super Admin who ran the Appliance replica Quick Setup.

h. In the Appliance primary Operations Console, click Deployment 
Configuration > Instances > Manage Existing.

i. Click Complete the Manual Attach Process.

j. Select the Appliance replica where you want to finish doing the manual 
attach.

k. Click Select.

l. Select Yes, the Replication Package file is copied to the replica instance.

m. Click Complete Attach.

2. At the end of the manual attach process, click Done to return to the Manage 
Existing Instances page.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each Appliance replica.

4. In the Appliance primary Operations Console, check the Manage Existing 
Instances page to see that replication between the Appliance primary and all the 
Appliance replicas is current.

5. Rebalance the Authentication Manager contact list.

a. In the Security Console, click Access > Authentication Agents > 
Authentication Manager Contact List > Automatic Rebalance.

b. On the Automatically Rebalance All Contact Lists page, click Rebalance.

Reattach an Appliance Replica Using Automatic Synchronization

To reattach an Appliance replica using automatic synchronization:

1. Log on to the new Appliance primary Operations Console, and reattach an 
Appliance replica:

a. In the Operations Console, click Deployment Configuration > Instances > 
Manage Existing.

b. On the Manage Instance Replication page, click Attach Replicas.

c. Select the Appliance replica you want to attach.

d. Click Select.

e. Select Attach with Automatic Synchronization.
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2. At the end of the attach process, click Done to return to the Manage Existing 
Instances page.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each Appliance replica. 

4. On the Appliance primary Operations Console, check the Manage Existing 
Instances page to see that replication between the Appliance primary and all the 
Appliance replicas is current.

5. Rebalance the Authentication Manager contact list.

a. In the Security Console, click Access > Authentication Agents > 
Authentication Manager Contact List > Automatic Rebalance.

b. On the Automatically Rebalance All Contact Lists page, click Rebalance.

Attaching the Demoted Appliance Primary as an Appliance Replica

Important: You must perform this process on the demoted Appliance primary.

Important: You must reattach all other Appliance replicas before you can attach the 
demoted Appliance primary.

Important: You must be a Super Admin to perform this task. If you have not already 
provided your RSA Security Console credentials, you will be prompted to provide 
them during the procedure.

After you demote an Appliance primary because of network connectivity or other 
problems, you can attach the demoted Appliance primary to the new Appliance 
primary after the problems are corrected, making the demoted Appliance primary an 
Appliance replica.

To attach the demoted Appliance primary as an Appliance replica:

1. Log on to the demoted Appliance primary Operations Console, and click 
Deployment Configuration > Instances > Attach Demoted Instance.

2. On the Attach Demoted Instance to Replication System page under New Primary 
Instance, enter the fully qualified domain name of the new Appliance primary, 
and click Continue.

3. If the Clean Instance Confirmation page opens, select Yes, clean this instance, 
and click Clean.

4. The Progress Monitor page displays the progress of the cleaning process.When 
the process is completed, click Done. 

5. On the Attach Demoted Instance to Replication System page, click Continue. 
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6. The Progress Monitor page displays the progress of the attach process. When the 
process is completed, click Done.

7. Start the Authentication Manager services on the demoted Appliance primary.
For more information, see “Starting or Stopping All RSA Authentication Manager 
Services” on page 106.

Migrating RADIUS Data to the Appliance Primary

Migrating the RADIUS data imports the version 6.1 data to the version 7.1 database.

Creating a RADIUS Migration Package File

In order to export the existing RSA RADIUS 6.1 data, you create a RADIUS 
migration package file using the RADIUS Export utility. This utility is provided on 
the Documentation and Utilities CD that shipped with your appliance.

After making the RADIUS Export utility available on the RSA Authentication 
Manager 6.1 primary server host, navigate to root_directory/client/util, copy the 
am61RADIUSExportUtility.zip file to the Authentication Manager primary server 
host, and unpack the file.

To create a RADIUS migration package file:

1. On the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 primary server host, open a new 
command shell, and change directories to the directory where you unpacked the 
am61RADIUSExportUtility.zip file. Type:

patchRemoteAdmin.bat

and press ENTER.

2. Read the explanatory information, type y, and press ENTER.

3. Type the absolute path to the base installation directory, for example, C:\Program 
Files\RSA Security\RSA Authentication Manager.

Note: If you installed Authentication Manager in the default base installation 
directory, press ENTER.

4. Press ENTER.

5. When prompted, on the Windows desktop, do one of the following:

• For Authentication Manager on the local host machine, click Start > 
Programs > RSA Security > RSA Authentication Manager Host Mode to 
open the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Administration client.

• For Authentication Manager on a remote host machine, click Start > 
Programs > RSA Security > RSA Authentication Manager Remote 
Mode. Log on to the remote host machine to open the RSA Authentication 
Manager 6.1 Administration client.
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6. On the Authentication Manager Administration client toolbar, click RADIUS > 
Manage RADIUS server. 
The RSA AM6.1 Export utility dialog box opens.

7. In the RSA AM6.1 Export utility dialog box, click Export.

8. When the export is complete, the RSA AM6.1 Export utility dialog box displays 
the location of the RADIUS migration package file, 
RSA_AM_HOME/prog/radius/Admin/.

9. At the Have you completed the export operation and are ready to restore the 
client to its original state prompt, type y, and press ENTER.

10. At the Do you really want to remove this update prompt, type y, and press 
ENTER.

11. After the export patch is successfully removed, type exit, and press ENTER.

Copying the RADIUS Migration Package File to the New Appliance

If you are migrating the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 primary server to an 
Appliance primary, copy the RADIUS migration package file, 
radiusMigration_time_stamp.pkg, from the RSA_AM_HOME/prog/radius/ 
Admin/ directory on the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 primary server host to the 
Appliance primary. RSA recommends that you copy the RADIUS migration package 
file through a secure network or by removable media. Note the directory where you 
copy the package file. You will supply this location when you migrate the RADIUS 
data using the RSA Operations Console.

Important: When transferring the file using FTP, use binary mode to avoid corrupting 
the data.

Migrating Log Files

The Operations Console provides the ability to migrate the logs from your version 6.1 
server to the version 7.1 database. This one-time procedure allows you to keep all of 
your log data in one location. For example, you might have a policy to keep log files 
for 30 days.

Some of the version 6.1 log messages are migrated to equivalent version 7.1 log 
messages. The other version 6.1 log messages are migrated as generic log messages, 
with the exact text of the message stored in the Notes field of the generic message.

Before You Begin

• Dump the version 6.1 log file. For more information, see “Dumping the 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Log Files on a Non-Appliance Primary Server” 
on page 72.

• Transfer the version 6.1 log dump file to the version 7.1 primary instance.
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To migrate the log messages:

1. In the Operations Console, click Deployment Configuration > Migration > Log 
Migration.

2. On the Locate Files page, browse to the log dump file, sdlog.dmp.

3. Review the Summary - Log Migration page.

4. Click Start Log Migration.
The Log Migration Status page displays each migration task as it runs. Click 
Refresh to update the page. You can cancel the log migration at any time by 
clicking Cancel Log Migration.
The Log Migration Results page is displayed when the log migration completes.

5. To view the log migration report in the browser, click migrate.log, or click Done 
to exit the page.

Important: If you import the log messages again, duplicate log entries are created.

Additional Tasks

The previous sections describe the procedures for migrating to 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0. This section explains where to find additional 
information on related topics.

Next Steps

If you have Appliance replicas, see Chapter 5, “Setting Up an Appliance Replica.”

Otherwise, see Chapter 7, “Performing Post-Migration Tasks.”

Task See

Important: If the links do not work, you must put your RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set and your 
RSA Authentication Manager documentation set into the same directory. For more information, see “Links in 
the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections” on page 13.

Migrate the version 6.1 RADIUS data 
files on the Appliance Primary

“Migrating the RSA RADIUS 6.1 Data Files on the Appliance 
Primary” on page 114

Import LDAP certificates “Setting Up SSL Between RSA Authentication Manager and 
LDAP” in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Revert RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
to version 6.1

“Reverting RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to Version 6.1” in 
the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Perform a factory reset, and then perform 
the Appliance primary Quick Setup again

“Restoring System Defaults on the Appliance” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide
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5 Setting Up an Appliance Replica

• How to Set Up an Appliance Replica

• Generating a Replica Package File on the Appliance Primary

• Performing the Appliance Replica Quick Setup

• Attaching the Appliance Replica to the Appliance Primary

• Additional Concepts and Tasks

• Next Steps

How to Set Up an Appliance Replica

You add an Appliance replica to your Authentication Manager deployment to provide 
high availability for the Appliance primary. If you choose to migrate your Appliance 
primary, and then separately migrate any Appliance replicas, you can allow RSA 
SecurID authentication to continue during the migration. For more information, see 
Chapter 6, “Migrating a Replica Server.” 

To set up the Appliance replica, complete the following tasks.

Task See

1. On the Appliance primary, generate a 
replica package file for each replica.

“Generating a Replica Package File on the 
Appliance Primary” on page 92

2. Prepare for the Appliance replica Quick 
Setup.

“Preparing for Quick Setup” on page 38

3. Complete the Appliance replica Quick 
Setup.

“Performing the Appliance Replica Quick 
Setup” on page 94

4. Put the Appliance in its final location. “Putting the Appliance in its Final Location” 
on page 58
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Generating a Replica Package File on the Appliance Primary

Before setting up an Appliance replica, you must create a replica package file. The 
replica package file contains information about the Appliance primary that enables 
replication from the primary to the replica. It also contains all of the information 
required to configure RSA RADIUS Server on the Appliance replica.

When you set up an Appliance replica, you must provide a replica package file and, 
optionally, a primary data file:

Replica package file. A .pkg file containing information about the Appliance 
primary that enables replication from the Appliance primary to the Appliance 
replicas.

Primary data file. A .dmp file containing a copy of the data in the Appliance 
primary database. You must copy the data from the Appliance primary database to 
the Appliance replica database when an Appliance replica is first set up.

Use the RSA Operations Console on the Appliance primary to generate the replica 
package file and, optionally, the primary data file. 

After the Operations Console generates the files, it prompts you to download the 
replica package file to your local machine. It might also prompt you to download the 
primary data file to your local machine.

From your local machine, you copy the data to the replica host. When setting up the 
Appliance replica, you are prompted for the necessary files.

During the process of generating the replica package and, optionally, the primary data 
file, you must select one of the following options:

Manual. Two files are created: the replica package file and the primary data file. 
In the process of attaching the Appliance replica to the Appliance primary, the 
Appliance replica database is created locally using the data in the primary data 
file. After that, changes in the Appliance primary database are synchronized over 
the network. 

Important: The primary data file cannot be used after seven days. The file 
must never be renamed.

Automatic. Only the replica package file is created. After setup of the Appliance 
replica, all of the data from the Appliance primary database is copied directly to 
the Appliance replica database over the network, which can take a long time. If 
you have a large Appliance primary database, and a relatively slow network 
connection, select the manual option.

Each replica package file can be used for only one Appliance replica to ensure security 
during the Appliance replica Quick Setup. Therefore, you need to generate a new 
replica package file for each Appliance replica that you set up.

Important: Do not generate more than one replica package file at a time. You must 
complete the entire setup and attachment process for one Appliance replica before you 
add another Appliance replica.
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To generate and download the replica files:

Note: You must be a Super Admin to perform this task.

1. On the Appliance primary, start the Operations Console, and log on using your 
Operations Console User ID and password.

2. Click Deployment Configuration > Instances > Generate Replica Package.

3. In the Replica Hostname field, enter the fully qualified hostname of the 
Appliance replica. 

4. In the Replica IP Address field, enter the IP address of the Appliance replica.

5. In the Master Password field, enter the master password. The master password is 
required to create a replica package.
During the Appliance primary Quick Setup, the initial Super Admin password that 
you specify is also the initial master password. If you have not changed the Super 
Admin or master password after the Appliance primary Quick Setup, enter the 
Super Admin password in this field. For more information, see the chapter 
“Advanced Administration” in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide.

6. In the Initial Data Transfer field, select Automatic or Manual. 

7. Click Generate File(s) to create the replica package file and, optionally, the 
primary data .dmp file.

Note: You will get an error message if another Appliance replica setup is still 
in progress or if a previous Appliance replica setup has failed. This error 
message provides directions for resolving these problems.

8. On the Download Files page, do one of the following, depending on your choice 
in step 6:

• If you selected Automatic, click Download > Save. In the Save As dialog 
box, select a location for the replica package file, and click Save to save the 
file to your local machine.

• If you selected Manual, do the following:

– Click Download > Save. In the Save As dialog box, select a location for 
the replica package file, and click Save to save the file to your local 
machine.

– Click Download > Save. In the Save As dialog box, select a location for 
the primary data file, and click Save to save the file to your local machine.
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9. Click Done to return to the Operations Console Home page.

10. If the local machine is not the computer that you will connect to the Appliance 
replica, copy the replica package file and, optionally, the primary data file from 
the local machine to the appropriate target host.

Note: The encrypted replica package file contains sensitive data. RSA 
recommends that you transfer the package through a secure network or by 
removable media. 

Note the location on the target host where you copy the files. This information, 
along with the master password, is required during replica setup.
When transferring the file using ftp, use binary mode to avoid corrupting the file.
Before you perform Quick Setup for the Appliance replica, verify the Appliance 
package contents and prepare for Quick Setup. For more information, see 
“Preparing for the Appliance Primary Quick Setup” on page 55.

Performing the Appliance Replica Quick Setup

Important: During the Quick Setup process, some internal accounts are created. These 
accounts and their passwords must never expire in order for Authentication Manager 
to function properly. You must ensure that these accounts are not restricted by any 
network policies that might cause them to expire.

To perform the Appliance replica Quick Setup:

1. Launch Quick Setup:

a. On the computer connected directly to the Appliance replica, open a browser, 
and enter https://192.168.100.100 to launch Quick Setup.

b. Click Start Replica Quick Setup. 

Important: If you try to launch Quick Setup immediately after completing the 
procedure in “Preparing for the Appliance Primary Quick Setup” on page 55, 
you might need to wait a few minutes for Quick Setup to be available.

2. On the Appliance replica Quick Setup page, click Start Step 1.
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3. Select the license .zip file, and click Next.
Be sure that you have copied the license .zip file onto the computer that you 
connect to the Appliance replica for Quick Setup. Use the same license file for 
both the Appliance primary and replica Quick Setup.

4. Create and confirm the operating system password, and click Next.
You use this password with the predefined User ID, emcsrv, to access the 
Appliance operating system for troubleshooting and advanced administration. You 
might access the operating system to run RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
command line utilities (CLUs). Record the password, so that you can access it 
when you need it.

5. Enter an existing Super Admin User ID and password, and click Next.
You must enter a Super Admin account that already exists within the 
Authentication Manager system. You can enter the same User ID and password 
that you entered during the Appliance primary Quick Setup, or you can enter a 
Super Admin User ID and password that you created after the Appliance primary 
Quick Setup.
The User ID and password that you enter is the initial logon information for the 
Security Console and the Operations Console. The password you enter is also 
used as the master password for operations such as handling security certificates. 
The Super Admin password expires according to the password policy. The master 
password does not expire or change unless it is altered with the Manage Secrets 
utility. For more information about these passwords, see the chapter “Advanced 
Administration” in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide.

6. Configure the network data settings for the first Network Interface Card (NIC), 
and click Next.
You can enter multiple hostnames or IP addresses for the DNS Server 
Configuration. Use the up and down arrows to specify the order.

Note: If you enter incorrect information, the Quick Setup warns you that 
something appears to be wrong, but it will continue to complete the network 
setup.

To configure an additional NIC, see “Configuring Secondary Network Interface 
Cards (NICs)” on page 89.

7. Review the information that you have entered. If you want to change any of the 
information, click Back, and make the change on the applicable page.

8. Click Start Configuration.

Note: You cannot change the hostname once the Appliance replica Quick 
Setup begins to configure the Appliance, unless you restore the system 
defaults and run Quick Setup again. For more information, see “Restoring 
System Defaults on the Appliance” on page 158.
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9. The Appliance prompts you with a message when it completes the first two 
configuration tasks. Click Shut Down Appliance Now, or wait for the Appliance 
to shut down automatically.

10. Put the Appliance in its final location. For instructions, see “Putting the Appliance 
in its Final Location” on page 58.

Attaching the Appliance Replica to the Appliance Primary

When you attach an Appliance replica to the Appliance primary, the Appliance replica 
is configured to receive data from the Appliance primary. 

Important: An Appliance replica cannot perform any functions while you attach it.

To attach an Appliance replica to the Appliance primary:

1. On the Appliance replica, open the RSA Operations Console.

2. When prompted by your browser, accept the certificate for the Operations 
Console.

Note: RSA Authentication Manager acts as a certificate authority to issue and 
manage product certificates, such as the self-signed SSL certificate for 
browsing to the Security Console. For more information, see “Certificate and 
Keystore Management for SSL” on page 109.

3. Log on to the Operations Console using the Operations Console User ID and 
password.

4. A page displays that explains the process of adding the new instance as a replica. 
Do one of the following:

• Under Reuse Replica Package, select Yes, use the replica package file 
stored on this server, enter the master password, and click Next.

• Under Reuse Replica Package, select No, I will provide a new replica 
package file. Enter the location of the new replica package file, enter the 
master password, and click Next.

Note: Select “No, I will provide a new replica package file” if you want to use 
a new replica package file and primary data file. For example, you would need 
to do this if more than seven days had passed since you set up the Appliance 
replica. Before you choose this option, you must generate and transfer a new 
replica package file and primary data file from the Appliance primary.
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5. If you are prompted to provide the location of the primary data file, do one of the 
following:

• Under Reuse Primary Data File, select Yes, use the existing primary data 
file that is stored on this server, enter the master password, and click Next.

• Under Reuse Primary Data File, select No, I will provide a new primary 
data file. Enter the location of the new primary data file, enter the master 
password, and click Next.

Note: Select “No, I will provide a new primary data file” if you selected “No, 
I will provide a new replica package file” in step 4.

6. On the Progress Monitor page, the attach process displays. When the attach 
process is finished, click Done.

7. The Manage Instance Replication page displays showing that the instance has 
been added as a replica.

8. If you are using RSA RADIUS as an additional feature, you must configure it 
using the Operations Console to complete the setup. For more information on 
post-migration configuration tasks, see “Integrating the RSA RADIUS Server into 
the Existing Deployment” on page 113. For more information on testing 
RADIUS, see “Testing RSA RADIUS Operation” on page 116.
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Additional Concepts and Tasks

The previous sections describe the procedures for setting up an Appliance replica. 
This section explains where to find additional information on related topics.

Next Steps

Migrate replica servers. See Chapter 6, “Migrating a Replica Server.”

Concept or Task See

Important: If the links do not work, you must put your RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set and your 
RSA Authentication Manager documentation set into the same directory. For more information, see “Links in 
the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections” on page 13.

Change administrative passwords Chapter 10, “Advanced Administration” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Change your network settings “Configure Appliance System Network Settings” in the  
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Configure an additional Network Interface 
Card (NIC)

 “Configuring Secondary Network Interface Cards (NICs)” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Perform a factory reset, and then perform 
the Appliance replica Quick Setup again

“Restoring System Defaults on the Appliance” in the  
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide
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6 Migrating a Replica Server

• Overview

• How to Migrate a Replica Server

• Dumping the Replica Database

• Migrating the Delta Records from the Replica Server

• Rebalancing Contact Lists

• Next Steps

Overview

If you choose to migrate your Appliance primary, and then separately migrate any 
Appliance replicas, you can allow RSA SecurID authentication to continue during the 
migration.

After you have migrated your Appliance primary, the replica servers cannot send 
database changes (delta records) to the primary until they are migrated. The only 
important data that needs to be migrated from the replica database are the changes, or 
delta records, that accumulate as a result of any authentications that occur on the 
Appliance replica while it is not communicating with the Appliance primary. For 
example, PIN changes, any tokens that were disabled, or other important information 
about tokens and authentication agents.

The contents of the primary database are transferred to the replica database in the 
same way they are transferred in version 6.1. This is done by generating and installing 
a replica package file. RSA Authentication Manager then copies all of the data from 
the primary database directly to the replica database over the network.

How to Migrate a Replica Server

The following table lists the recommended tasks to migrate a replica server. 

Task See

1. Dump the RSA Authentication 
Manager 6.1 replica database.

Dumping the Replica Database on 
page 100

2. Migrate the replica delta records using 
the RSA Operations Console.

Migrating the Delta Records from the 
Replica Server on page 101

3. Rebalance the contact lists, if your 
Appliance has a new hostname and IP 
address

“Rebalancing Contact Lists” on page 102
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Dumping the Replica Database

Dumping the replica database creates a database dump file that you use to migrate the 
data from the version 6.1 replica database to the version 7.1 replica database. 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 provides a GUI-based utility for dumping the 
database on Windows and a command line utility for dumping the database on 
Windows, Linux, or Solaris.

Before You Begin

Stop all RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 services. For more information, see “Stop 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Services” on page 69.

To dump the version 6.1 database using the GUI:

1. Click Start > Programs > RSA Security > RSA Authentication Manager 
Database Tools > Dump.
The Authentication Manager Database Dump dialog box opens.

2. Under Select Databases to dump, select Dump Server Database.

3. Under Options, select Include delta tables in dump file to dump all associated 
delta information. 

4. Under Disk Space Requirements, verify that the amount of disk space available 
exceeds the amount of space required. In the Output Directory box, specify the 
directory path where you want to create the dump files.

5. Click OK.
The status of the dump process is displayed.

6. Do one of the following:

• Click Close when the dump process is done.

• If you want to save the status report of the dump process, click Save As, 
specify a filename and a directory, click Save, and then click Close.
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Migrating the Delta Records from the Replica Server

You must migrate the delta records that accumulate as a result of any authentications 
that occur on the replica server while it is not communicating with the Appliance 
primary. At the end of this procedure, the Migration Status and Migration Results 
pages allow you to verify that the migration was successful.

To migrate delta records:

1. On the Appliance replica, log on to the Operations Console.

2. Click Deployment Configuration > Migration > AM 6.1, and log on again 
using the Super Admin User ID and password.

3. If you are manually migrating data, specify the location of the following files in 
the Locate Files screen:

• The sdserv.dmp file

• The version 6.1 license.rec file

• (Optional) If you are using Japanese, Chinese, Korean, or Spanish, specify the 
location of the startup.pf file.

4. Review the Scan Results screen to verify that the data found in the dump file is the 
data that you want to migrate.

5. Select Rolling Upgrade Mode, which migrates the delta records only. Only 
changes to existing users, tokens, agents, and one-time passwords are migrated in 
a Rolling Upgrade migration.

6. Click Next to display a summary page.

7. Review the information on the summary page and, if you are satisfied, click Start 
Server Migration. To return to the previous page, click Back. To clear the 
contents and return to Home, click Cancel. 
After you start the migration, the Migration Status page displays, listing each 
migration task that is running, the time it started, and the percentage of task 
completed. You can click Cancel Migration at any time or click Refresh to 
display the most current status. (The section of the page showing the migration 
tasks also refreshes automatically.)
When the migration completes, the Migration Results page displays with a 
message indicating whether the migration was successful or not. If the migration 
was not successful, or was successful with warnings, error messages appear.

8. Click the links at the bottom of the Migration Results page to view either the 
migration_summary.html report or the more detailed migration_detail.zip file 
to learn more about the outcome of the migration. (Both of these files, and other 
migration information, are in the server's results directory location shown at the 
bottom of the Migration Results page.) When you have finished reviewing the 
migration results, click Done to exit the Migration Results page.
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Rebalancing Contact Lists

After you add an Appliance replica, you must rebalance (update) the contact lists in 
the Appliance primary Security Console. This updates references to the new replica. 
You can also restart the Appliances to automatically update the references to the new 
Appliance replica.

Note: This procedure is only required if your Appliance has a new hostname and IP 
address. If you have migrated with the same hostname and IP address, rebalancing the 
contact lists is not required.

To update your contact lists:

1. In the Security Console on the Appliance primary, click Access > Authentication 
Agents > Authentication Manager Contact List > Automatic Rebalance.

2. Click Rebalance.

3. Perform an authentication.

Next Steps

See Chapter 7, “Performing Post-Migration Tasks.”
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7 Performing Post-Migration Tasks

Depending upon your deployment, you might need to perform some of these 
procedures.

• Backup and Restore

• Log On to the Appliance for Troubleshooting and Advanced Administration

• Maintaining Accurate System Time Settings

• Starting and Stopping RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Services

• Rebooting the Appliance

• Certificate and Keystore Management for SSL

• How to Configure Custom Ports

• Changing the Appliance IP Address

• Integrating the RSA RADIUS Server into the Existing Deployment

• Additional Concepts and Tasks

Backup and Restore

If your deployment has a standalone Appliance primary with no Appliance replicas, 
you must back up the database immediately after completing the Appliance primary 
Quick Setup. If the Appliance fails, use this backup file to restore the database.

You might want to perform a back up if you add or delete an Appliance replica, or if 
the you add or delete an identity source.

Administrators of all deployment types should back up their database on a regular 
basis to ensure that a current version of the database is always available for disaster 
recovery.

For more information, see “Backing Up the Version 7.1 Database” on page 66.

Log On to the Appliance for Troubleshooting and Advanced 
Administration

Use the operating system password to access the Appliance operating system. You 
might access the operating system for administrative tasks that require you to run 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 command line utilities (CLUs). 

• “Enabling SSH on a NIC”

• “Logging On to the Appliance”
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Enabling SSH on a NIC

You can log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH. To do so, you must 
enable SSH on at least one Network Interface Card (NIC). 

To enable SSH on a NIC:

1. In the Operations Console, click Administration > Networking > Configure 
Connectivity using SSH.

2. Click Enable SSH.

3. In the Network Interfaces Selected list box, select one or more Available NICs. 
To select multiple NICs, hold the CTRL key while clicking more than one NIC.

4. Use the arrow buttons to move the NICs to the Selected box on the right. This 
selects the NICs.

5. Click Save.

Logging On to the Appliance

Almost all of the Authentication Manager features are available through the 
Administrative Consoles. A few less common administrative tasks are performed with 
command line utilities.

Before You Begin

Enable SSH on at least one NIC. See the preceding section, “Enabling SSH on a NIC.”

To log on to the Appliance:

Log on to the Appliance operating system using an SSH client, with the User ID, 
emcsrv, and the operating system password that you created during the Appliance 
primary Quick Setup.

Note: To run command line utilities (CLUs), you must switch the users to rsaadmin 
using sudo, and change directories to RSA_AM_HOME/utils.
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Maintaining Accurate System Time Settings

RSA SecurID Appliance relies on standard time settings known as Coordinated 
Universal Time (UTC). The time, date, and time zone settings on computers running 
RSA SecurID Appliance must always be correct in relation to UTC.

Make sure that the time on the computer on which you are installing RSA SecurID 
Appliance is set to the local time and corresponds to the UTC. For example, if UTC is 
11:43 a.m. and RSA SecurID Appliance is installed on a computer in the Eastern 
Standard Time Zone in the United States, make sure that the computer clock is set to 
6:43 a.m. This differs during Daylight Saving Time.

To get the correct UTC in the United States, go to www.time.gov or the national time 
service provided in your country.

Synchronizing Clocks

RSA requires that all Appliances have their time synchronized to the same NTP 
server. In the absence of a reliable external time source, Authentication Manager will 
make a best effort attempt to synchronize the clock on each Appliance. Even with 
these controls, time drift may still exceed acceptable levels. Having a different time on 
several Appliances can result in authentication failures and problematic replication 
behavior.

Configure the NTP server, and confirm that the synchronization is working before 
running the Appliance primary or replica Quick Setup.

Important: If the time on your system differs by more than 10 minutes from UTC, call 
RSA Customer Support before changing the time on an Appliance primary or an 
Appliance replica. 

To configure the NTP server, do the following on each Appliance:

1. Log on to the Appliance through SSH.

2. Stop all services.

3. Type:

sudo su -

echo “server <Time Server Hostname or IP address>”>> 
/etc/ntp.conf

chkconfig --level 2345 ntpd on

chkconfig --list | grep ntp

The following output displays:
ntp 0:off1:off2:on3:on4:on5:on6:off

4. To start the NTP server, type:

service ntpd start

5. Start all services.

6. Perform steps 1 to 5 on all your Appliances.
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Starting and Stopping RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Services

The Authentication Manager services are automatically started if you restart the 
system. You can also start and stop all of the services manually.

• “Starting or Stopping All RSA Authentication Manager Services”

• “Starting or Stopping Individual RSA Authentication Manager Services”

• “Starting, Stopping, or Restarting the Application Server (Security Console)”

• “Stopping the Operations Console”

• “Stopping the Database Service”

• “Stopping All Services Except for the Internal Database, the Database Listener, 
and the Operations Console”

Starting or Stopping All RSA Authentication Manager Services

Use the rsaauthmgr service command found in the /sbin/service directory if you 
need to start or stop all RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 services manually for testing or 
troubleshooting.

To restart, stop, start, or view the status of all of the services on the Appliance:

1. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID emcsrv 
and the operating system password. 

2. Type: 

sudo /sbin/service rsaauthmgr stop|start|status|restart

For example, to stop all services, type:

sudo /sbin/service rsaauthmgr stop

Starting or Stopping Individual RSA Authentication Manager Services

Use the rsaam command found in the 
/usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server directory with the 
service name to stop, start, restart, and view the status of all services or each service 
independently:

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart manager

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart proxy

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart admin

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart dblistener

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart db

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart dbconsole

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart all

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart nodemanager

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart oc

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart managed

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart radius

./rsaam stop|start|status|restart radiusoc
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To restart, stop, start, or view the status of an individual service on the 
Appliance:

1. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID emcsrv 
and the operating system password.

2. Change users. Type:

sudo su rsaadmin

3. From a command prompt, change the directory. Type: 

cd /usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server

4. Run the utility. Type:
./rsaam stop|start|status|restart service

For example, to start the database listener, type:
./rsaam start dblistener

Starting, Stopping, or Restarting the Application Server (Security Console)

Perform this procedure when you are troubleshooting.

To restart the application server (Security Console):

1. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID emcsrv 
and the operating system password.

2. Change users. Type:

sudo su rsaadmin

3. From a command prompt, change the directory. Type: 

cd /usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server

4. Run the utility. Type:
./rsaam stop|start|status|restart admin

For example, to start the stop the Security Console, type:
./rsaam stop admin

Stopping the Operations Console

Perform this procedure when you are troubleshooting.

To stop the Operations Console:

1. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID emcsrv 
and the operating system password.

2. Change users. Type:

sudo su rsaadmin
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3. From a command prompt, change the directory. Type: 

cd /usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server

4. Run the utility. Type:
./rsaam stop oc

Stopping the Database Service

Perform this procedure when you are troubleshooting.

To stop the database service:

1. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID emcsrv 
and the operating system password.

2. Change users. Type:

sudo su rsaadmin

3. From a command prompt, change the directory. Type: 

cd /usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server

4. Run the utility. Type:
./rsaam stop db

Stopping All Services Except for the Internal Database, the Database Listener, 
and the Operations Console

Perform this procedure when you are troubleshooting.

To stop services to promote or reattach an Appliance replica:

1. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID emcsrv 
and the operating system password.

2. To stop all services, type: 

sudo /sbin/service rsaauthmgr stop

3. Change users. Type:

sudo su rsaadmin

4. From a command prompt, change the directory. Type: 

cd /usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server

5. To start the internal database, run the utility. Type:
./rsaam start db

6. To start the database listener, run the utility. Type:
./rsaam start dblistener

7. To start the Operations Console, run the utility. Type:
./rsaam start oc
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Rebooting the Appliance

You can reboot an Appliance instance from the RSA Operations Console to fix 
problems or to maintain the system. For example, if an Appliance instance becomes 
unresponsive, rebooting the instance will often make it work properly again.

To reboot the Appliance from the RSA Operations Console:

1. On the Appliance instance that you want to reboot, launch and log on to the 
Operations Console.

2. Click Maintenance > Reboot Appliance.

3. On the Reboot Appliance Confirmation page, select Yes, reboot the appliance, 
and click Reboot.

4. On the Reboot Appliance Progress page, wait until the reboot process is complete.

5. When the Operations Console logon page displays, log on to the Operations 
Console.

Certificate and Keystore Management for SSL

SSL is enabled by default for all communication ports. During the Appliance primary 
Quick Setup, a self-signed root certificate for the deployment is generated and stored 
in /usr/local/RSASecurity/RSAAuthenticationManager/server/security/root.jks.

Additional server certificates are generated and signed by this root certificate when 
you add additional replicas.

Internet Explorer 6 Considerations

Because the newly created default self-signed certificate is not in your list of trusted 
root certificates, you receive a warning when first accessing the RSA Security 
Console. Select Yes to continue, or select Examine Certificate, and then select 
Install.

Internet Explorer 7 Considerations

When accessing the Security Console, in Internet Explorer 7, a message appears 
warning you that there is a problem with the web site’s security certificate, and advises 
you not to continue to the web site. Click Not Recommended to access the Security 
Console. A “Certificate Error” message appears on the Security Console URL. 
Adding the self-signed root certificate to the trusted root list prevents this warning 
from appearing.
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How to Configure Custom Ports

If your RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 servers used custom ports, rather than the 
default ports, you can continue to use these custom ports for the following services:

• Agent authentication

• Agent auto-registration

• Offline authentication download

To configure custom ports, complete the following tasks.

Configuring Custom Ports in the Security Console

To configure custom ports:

1. In the Security Console, click Setup > Component Configuration > 
Authentication Manager > Basic Settings. 

2. In the Port field for the Authentication Service, enter the port number through 
which the agent communicates with the Authentication Service. By default, the 
port number is 5500. 

3. In the Port field for the Agent Auto-Registration Service, enter the port number 
through which the agent communicates with the Agent Auto-Registration Service. 
By default, the port number is 5550. 

4. In the Port field for the Offline Authentication Download Service, enter the port 
number through which offline authentication data, and requests for offline 
authentication data are sent. By default, the port number is 5580. 

5. Click Save. 

Restarting Authentication Manager Services

The Authentication Manager services are automatically started if you restart the 
system. You can start and stop the services manually by using the rsaauthmgr service 
command found in the /sbin/service directory. Use this command to stop, start, restart, 
and view the status of all of the services on the Appliance.

Task See

1. Enter the custom ports in the Security 
Console.

“Configuring Custom Ports in the Security 
Console” on page 110

2. Restart Authentication Manager services. “Restarting Authentication Manager 
Services” on page 110

3. Generate and distribute a new 
Authentication Manager configuration file 
for the agent hosts.

“Generating an RSA Authentication Manager 
Configuration File” on page 111
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To restart all of the services on the Appliance:

1. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID, emcsrv, 
and the operating system password that you created during the Appliance primary 
or replica Quick Setup. 

2. Type: 

sudo /sbin/service rsaauthmgr restart

Generating an RSA Authentication Manager Configuration File

This procedure configures communication between the authentication agent and 
Authentication Manager, and generates the Authentication Manager configuration file, 
sdconf.rec. Before an authentication agent can communicate with Authentication 
Manager, you must copy this file to the agent host.

To configure communication options and generate the configuration file:

1. In the Security Console, click Access > Authentication Agents > Generate 
Configuration File. 

2. From the Maximum Retries drop-down menu, enter the number of times you 
want the authentication agent to attempt to establish communication with 
Authentication Manager before returning the message “Cannot initialize agent - 
server communications.” 

3. From the Maximum Time Between Each Retry drop-down menu, enter the 
number of seconds you want to set between attempts by the authentication agent 
to establish communications with Authentication Manager. 

4. Click Generate Config File. 

5. Click Download Now to download the configuration file.

Changing the Appliance IP Address

The initial IP address on the primary Network Interface Card (NIC) is specified during 
the Appliance primary or replica Quick Setup. By default, secondary NICs are 
disabled. If you have any, see “Configuring Secondary Network Interface Cards 
(NICs)” in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide. For a direct link to this 
guide, see “Additional Concepts and Tasks” on page 117.

The RSA Consoles (RSA Operations Console, RSA Security Console, and RSA 
Self-Service Console) use the IP address on the primary NIC. On an Appliance 
primary, Authentication Manager uses the primary NIC to communicate with 
Appliance replicas. 

All of the NICs can be used for authentication, RSA RADIUS, and for logging on to 
the physical Appliance with SSH. The Agent Protocol Server (APS), the 
Authentication Manager component that communicates with authentication agents, 
uses all of the NICs.

If you change the primary NIC IP address, you must enter a new URL to access the 
RSA Consoles. 
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If you change the primary NIC IP address on an Appliance primary, you must provide 
the new IP address to each of the Appliance replicas in your deployment. The 
Appliance replicas require the new IP address to contact the Appliance primary.

When a network is segmented for traffic or routing reasons and the Appliance is using 
a dual-NIC system connected to both networks, you cannot access the RSA Consoles 
from the network connected to the secondary NIC.

If you change the IP address on all of your NICs, and you have a standalone Appliance 
primary or if some authentication agents can only communicate with an Appliance 
that has a new IP address, you must update your deployment. If your authentication 
agents can communicate with an Appliance replica, you are not required to make any 
changes. In the Security Console, generate a new Authentication Manager 
configuration file, sdconf.rec, and deploy it to all of the authentication agents that are 
affected by the IP address change. For instructions, see the Security Console Help 
topic “Generate the RSA Authentication Manager Configuration File.”

To change the IP address for the primary NIC:

1. In the Operations Console, click Administration > Networking > Manage 
Existing NICs. 

2. On the Manage Existing NICs page, select the primary NIC. 

3. On the Configure Primary NIC page, configure the following fields: 

• In the IP Address field, enter a static IP address. The primary NIC does not 
support DHCP. 

• In the Subnet Mask field, enter a new subnet mask for the primary NIC. 
The read-only Default Gateway field displays the network point that acts as an 
exit from the local subnet to another network. The initial setting is based on the 
default gateway that you specified during the Appliance primary or replica Quick 
Setup. 

4. In the Master Password field, specify the master password. 
The master password is initially the same as the Super Admin password that you 
specified during the Appliance primary Quick Setup and provided during the 
Appliance replica Quick Setup. For more information, see the chapter “Advanced 
Administration” in the RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide. For a direct 
link to this guide, see “Additional Concepts and Tasks” on page 117.

5. Click Save. Changing the IP address requires the Operations Console to restart the 
network services and Authentication Manager. This process may take some time. 

6. The Operations Console displays a warning that the old URL will no longer work. 
You must use the new URL to log on to the Operations Console and the other RSA 
Consoles. Select Change Primary IP Address to confirm that you want to make 
the change. 

7. Update the IP address on each Appliance replica in your deployment. For 
instructions, see the following section, “Update Appliance Primary IP Address on 
an Appliance Replica.”
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Update Appliance Primary IP Address on an Appliance Replica

On the Appliance primary, Authentication Manager uses the primary NIC IP address 
to communicate with Appliance replicas. If you update the Appliance primary to use a 
different IP address on the primary NIC, you must provide the new IP address to each 
of the Appliance replicas in your deployment.

To update the Appliance replica with the new primary NIC IP address for the 
Appliance primary:

1. For each Appliance replica in your deployment, log on to the Operations Console. 

2. Click Deployment Configuration > Instances > Appliance Primary IP 
Address. This menu option is only provided on Appliance replicas. 

3. In the Appliance Primary IP Address field, enter the new Appliance primary IP 
address. 

4. Click Save. You must now restart the Authentication Manager services on the 
Appliance replica. 

5. Log on to the Appliance operating system using SSH, with the User ID emcsrv 
and the operating system password.

6. Type: 

sudo /sbin/service rsaauthmgr restart 

7. If you are using RSA RADIUS on the Appliance replica, you must re-enable the 
Appliance replica for RADIUS replication, and force replication to all RADIUS 
servers. 
For more information, see the Security Console Help topics “Edit RADIUS 
Servers” and “Force Replication to All RADIUS Replica Servers.” 

Integrating the RSA RADIUS Server into the Existing Deployment

This section describes RADIUS server post-migration tasks.

Configuring the RADIUS Server on the Appliance Primary

After setting up RSA Authentication Manager and RADIUS server on the Appliance 
primary, you must configure RADIUS to complete the setup.

To configure the RADIUS server on the Appliance primary:

1. On the Appliance primary, launch and log on to the RSA Operations Console.

2. Click Deployment Configuration > RADIUS > Configure Server.
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3. On the Additional Credentials Required page, enter the current Super Admin User 
ID and password. Click OK.

Important: Configuring the RADIUS server cannot be undone. Ensure that 
you have correctly supplied the required information before you submit it. If 
you make a mistake, use the Operations Console to delete the server and then 
configure the server again.

4. On the Configure RADIUS Server page, fill in the required information. 

• Master Password. The current master password.

Important: When entering the administrator User ID and password, ensure 
that you do this correctly. This cannot be undone.

• Administrator User ID. The current Super Admin User ID.

• Administrator Password. The current Super Admin password.

5. Click Configure.

Migrating the RSA RADIUS 6.1 Data Files on the Appliance Primary

After you configure the RADIUS server on the Appliance primary, use the 
RSA Operations Console to migrate the RSA RADIUS 6.1 data files. 

To migrate the RSA RADIUS 6.1 data files on the Appliance primary:

1. On the Appliance primary, launch and log on to the RSA Operations Console.

2. Click Deployment Configuration > Migration > RADIUS Database.

3. On the Additional Credentials Required page, enter the current Super Admin User 
ID and password. Click OK.

4. On the RADIUS Server Migration page, browse to the location of the RADIUS 
migration package file. 
You generate the RADIUS migration package file when you migrate the primary 
server. For more information, see “Migrating RADIUS Data to the Appliance 
Primary” on page 87.

5. Click Start Migration.

6. Click Done.

7. Use the RSA Security Console to force replication to all RADIUS replica servers:

a. On the Appliance primary, launch and log on to the RSA Security Console.

b. Click RADIUS > RADIUS Servers.

c. Click Force Replication to All.
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Configuring the RADIUS Server on the Appliance Replica

After setting up RSA Authentication Manager and RADIUS server on the Appliance 
replica, you must configure RADIUS to complete the setup.

To configure the RADIUS server on the Appliance replica:

1. On the Appliance replica, launch and log on to the RSA Operations Console.

2. Click Deployment Configuration > RADIUS > Configure Server.

3. On the Additional Credentials Required page, enter the current Super Admin User 
ID and password. Click OK.

Important: Configuring the RADIUS server cannot be undone. Ensure that 
you have correctly supplied the required information before you submit it. If 
you make a mistake, use the Operations Console to delete the server and then 
configure the server again.

4. On the Configure RADIUS Server page, fill in the required information. 

• Realm. If necessary, select the realm for which the RADIUS server is being 
configured.

• Master Password. The current master password.

• Primary Hostname. The fully qualified hostname of the Appliance primary.

• Primary IP Address. The IP address of the Appliance primary.

Important: When entering the administrator User ID and password, ensure 
that you do this correctly. This cannot be undone.

• Administrator User ID. The current Super Admin User ID.

• Administrator Password. The current Super Admin password.

5. Click Configure.

Editing the RADIUS Server Configuration Files

Usually, the default settings in the RADIUS server configuration and dictionary files 
(such as *.ini or *.dct) are satisfactory. If you need to make any changes to the default 
settings, use the Operations Console. For instructions, see the Operations Console 
Help topic “List and Edit RADIUS Configuration Files.”

Using the RSA Security Console to Replicate Changes

Changes made in the RADIUS primary database are not automatically propagated to 
all of the RADIUS replica servers. You must use the Security Console to force the 
replication of database changes each time they occur. For information on how to 
replicate primary database changes, see the Security Console Help topics “Force 
Replication to a Single RADIUS Replica Server” and “Force Replication to All 
RADIUS Replica Servers.”
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Adding Clients to the RADIUS Server and Editing Clients

After setting up a RADIUS server, you must add RADIUS clients to the new RADIUS 
server. For instructions, see the Security Console Help topic “Add RADIUS Clients.” 
However, you do not have to add any RADIUS clients that already existed in the 
RADIUS server prior to a migration from RSA RADIUS version 6.1.

If you added a new IP address or changed the IP address of the RADIUS server as part 
of the installation, you must use the Security Console to edit the RADIUS clients so 
that they know about new or modified server IP addresses. For instructions on 
updating RADIUS clients, see the Security Console Help topic “Edit RADIUS 
Clients.”

Testing RSA RADIUS Operation

There are two ways to test the RSA RADIUS operation:

• Test to see that RSA SecurID authentication works between the RSA RADIUS 
server and RSA SecurID Appliance. You can use one of the many third-party 
RADIUS test authentication tools to facilitate your testing. (You can find many of 
these tools on the Internet.)

• Test end-to-end authentication to ensure that a RADIUS client can successfully 
authenticate using RSA RADIUS and RSA SecurID Appliance.

Testing End-to-End Authentication

Use the following test to ensure that a user can successfully authenticate using 
RSA RADIUS and Authentication Manager.

To test end-to-end authentication:

1. Configure a RADIUS client to communicate with the RSA RADIUS server. For 
more information, see the Security Console Help topic “Add RADIUS Clients.”

2. Provide a test user with an RSA SecurID token and any required software.

3. If you want to test one particular RADIUS server, shut down other RADIUS 
servers to force testing of the active server.

4. Have the user attempt to access a protected resource using his or her SecurID 
token.
If the user can successfully authenticate, RADIUS is properly configured. 
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Additional Concepts and Tasks

The previous sections describe the typical post-migration tasks. This section explains 
where to find information on additional post-migration concepts and tasks.

Concept or Task See

Important: If the links do not work, you must put your RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set and your 
RSA Authentication Manager documentation set into the same directory. For more information, see “Links in 
the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections” on page 13.

Integrate LDAP directories and importing 
LDAP certificates

Chapter 9, “Integrating an LDAP Directory” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Change administrative passwords Chapter 10, “Advanced Administration” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Change the IP address for a secondary 
NIC

“Configuring Secondary Network Interface Cards (NICs)” in the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide

Plan user self-service and token 
provisioning

Chapter 8, “Planning User Self-Service and Token Provisioning” 
in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Configure optional proxy servers for 
Remote Token-Key Generation (CT-KIP)

“Configuring Optional Proxy Servers for Remote Token-Key 
Generation” in the  
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Configure an optional proxy server for 
remote RSA Self-Service Console access

“Configuring an Optional Proxy Server for Remote RSA 
Self-Service Console Access” in the  
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

Troubleshoot 
RSA Authentication Manager issues

Appendix D, “Troubleshooting” in the  
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide
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A Installing the RSA Authentication Manager 
MMC Extension

• MMC Extension Overview

• System Requirements and Prerequisite

• Installation Process

• Post-Installation

MMC Extension Overview

The RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 MMC Extension extends the Microsoft Active 
Directory Users and Computers Management (ADUC) snap-in. It extends the context 
menus, property pages, control bars, and toolbars to provide a convenient way for 
Windows Active Directory users to perform RSA SecurID token management. For 
more information on the administrative actions enabled by this extension, see the 
Administrator's Guide.

System Requirements and Prerequisite

Install the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 MMC Extension only on the following 
platforms:

• Windows XP Professional SP1 or later, with Windows Server 2003 
Administration Tools Pack and Internet Explorer 6.0 or later installed

• Windows Server 2003 SP1 or later (if Active Directory is not available, install 
Windows Server 2003 Administration Tools Pack), with Internet Explorer 6.0 or 
later installed

Note: The RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 MMC Extension does not work with 
Active Directory 2008.

The following prerequisite must be met for installation of the MMC Extension.

The administrator running the installation for the MMC Extension setup program must 
have the appropriate administrative permissions to perform an installation. The 
appropriate level of permissions, for example, domain level, depends on your 
Windows network configuration. At a minimum, the installer must be a domain 
administrator and a local machine administrator.
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Installation Process

Choose one of these installation processes depending on whether you want to 
administer locally on the Active Directory host or remotely from a Windows station:

• “Installing the MMC Extension for Local Access”

• “Installing the MMC Extension for Remote Access”

Installing the MMC Extension for Local Access

Use this installation process if you want to perform Authentication Manager 
administration through the MMC Extension directly on the host where Active 
Directory is installed.

To install the MMC Extension on the Active Directory host:

1. Locate the installer at one of the following locations:

• For RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP2, access the installation files, and 
change directories to client\mmc\.

• For RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, access the Extras CD, and change 
directories to utils\.

2. Run rsammc.exe.

3. Respond to the prompts for Welcome, Select Region, and License Agreement.

4. When prompted for Destination Location, either accept the default location or 
enter an alternative location.

5. For Authentication Manager server settings, enter your values for:

• Authentication Manager server hostname

• Authentication Manager server port number

• RSA Security Console URL

Note: Replace the Security Console fully qualified name and port number 
with your actual values, but do not change console-am. 

6. Review the Pre-installation screen, and click Next to continue.

7. Click Finish.
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Installing the MMC Extension for Remote Access

To use the MMC Extension remotely from Windows XP or a Windows Server 2003 
without Active Directory installed, make sure that you meet these additional 
requirements before installing on the remote host:

• Windows Server 2003, with Active Directory installed, can be accessed from the 
Windows XP machine, and the Windows XP machine is part of the domain 
defined by the Windows Server 2003 machine.

• The administrator uses a domain user account to log on to the Windows XP 
machine.

• The administrator using the Windows Server 2003 administration pack to 
remotely administer the Active Directory is granted appropriate administrative 
permissions. The appropriate level of permissions (for example, domain level) 
depends on your Windows network configuration.

Note: Remote administration mode is not available on Windows x64. You must install 
MMC in local admin mode on 64-bit computers, and use remote Desktop or the 
Windows Management Instrumentation Command-line (WMIC).

Windows Server 2003 Administration Tools Pack

The Windows Server 2003 Administration Tools Pack installs a set of server 
administration tools onto a Windows XP Professional or Windows Server 2003 
machine. This allows administrators to remotely manage Windows 2000 as well as 
Windows Server 2003.

The tools contained in the file are officially part of the Windows Server 2003 product, 
and the Administration Tools Pack installs them onto your Windows XP Professional 
or Windows Server 2003 machine. Download the Administration Tools Pack for your 
specific operating system and service pack from the Microsoft web site.

To install the MMC Extension on the Active Directory host:

1. Install the Administration Tools Pack, and restart the machine if necessary.

2. Locate the installer at one of the following locations:

• For RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP2, access the installation files, and 
change directories to client\mmc\.

• For RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, access the Extras CD, and change 
directories to utils\.

3. Run rsammc.exe.

4. Respond to the prompts for Welcome, Select Region, and License Agreement.

5. When prompted for Destination Location, either accept the default location or 
enter an alternative location.
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6. For Authentication Manager server settings, enter your values for:

• Authentication Manager server hostname

• Authentication Manager server port number

• Security Console URL

Note: Replace the Security Console fully qualified name and port number 
with your actual values, but do not change console-am. 

7. Review the Pre-installation screen, and click Next to continue.

8. Click Finish.

Post-Installation

After a successful installation, configure your Internet Explorer security settings and 
start the ADUC before administering Authentication Manager through the MMC 
Extension.

Also, make sure that:

• Authentication Manager is installed and running. 

• Active Directory is configured and registered as an identity source. 
See Chapter 9, “Integrating an LDAP Directory” in the Owner’s Guide.

• The Windows user for the MMC Extension is a valid Active Directory 
administrator and a valid Authentication Manager administrative user. For more 
information on administrator and administrative permissions, see the 
Administrator’s Guide.

Configuring Internet Explorer Security Settings

Add the Security Console to your list of trusted sites, and make sure that your security 
settings comply with the following requirements.

To add the Security Console deployment to your Internet Explorer list of trusted 
sites:

1. Open Internet Explorer on the machine hosting the MMC Extension.

2. Click Control Panel > Internet Options > Security > Local Intranet > Sites > 
Advanced, and enter the URL for your Security Console, for example:
https://amserver.mydomain.com:7004/console-am.

3. Click OK or Apply to save the changes. 
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To configure Internet Explorer security settings:

1. In Internet Explorer, select Tools > Internet Options > Security.

2. Click Custom Level.

3. At the bottom of the Security Settings window, in Reset custom settings, select 
Medium from the drop-down menu, and click Reset.

4. In the Settings window, select enable for these two settings:

• Download signed ActiveX controls

• Launching programs and files in an IFRAME

5. Click OK > OK.

6. Close the browser, and open a new browser window for the Security Console.

Starting the Active Directory User and Computer Management Console

To use the MMC Extension for Authentication Manager administration, you must start 
the Active Directory User and Computer Management Console. Do one of the 
following:

• Click Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Active Directory Users and 
Computers.

• From a command prompt, run dsa.msc.
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B Migration Data Conversion

• Data Conversion

• Fixing Migration Issues

• Migration Report

Data Conversion

The following table describes how different types of data are migrated.

Data Migration Result

LDAP synchronization jobs Records with direct LDAP associations, like users and 
groups, are verified to ensure that they exist in the identity 
source. Records with no LDAP associations are created in 
the internal database. When a group contains both LDAP 
and non-LDAP users, multiple groups are created: one for 
the non-LDAP users and one for each LDAP source 
associated with the LDAP users in the group.

User data User data is migrated, including the following:

• Cross-realm association, if any.

• Logons with domain name. The name may be converted 
from NTLM to UPN.

PIN data PINs are migrated.

Expiration dates for PINs are not migrated. If you want to 
set expiration dates for migrated PINs, see the Security 
Console Help topic “Edit RSA SecurID PIN Lifetime and 
Format Requirements.”

Site data Sites are migrated to security domains.

Group data Groups are migrated to user groups. In 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, groups may contain 
LDAP and non-LDAP users. Migration creates parallel 
groups for LDAP and non-LDAP users. Group access 
restrictions are also migrated. Group administration 
associations are not migrated. 

User to group membership data Group memberships are migrated to user group 
memberships. Other group membership data, such as the 
group alias and shell data is also migrated.
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Agent to group activation data Group activations on authentication agents are migrated. 
Any agent with a group association is migrated as a 
restricted agent, due to the implementation of group 
activations in RSA Authentication Manager 7.1.

User agent activation data User activations on authentication agents are migrated 
only when the agent is a restricted agent. If an agent is 
open to all users (unrestricted), existing user-agent 
associations for that agent are not migrated. These cases 
are noted in the migration report. 

If an agent is restricted, migration maintains user 
activations (and their access time restrictions) by 
manufacturing a new group, adding the user to the group, 
and activating the group on the agent, with the access time 
restrictions of the user. In cases where there are multiple 
users activated on the same restricted agent, the groups are 
created based on the access time restrictions. 

For example, if there are three users activated on an agent, 
and their access times are between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., and 
the other user’s access time is between 3 p.m. and 11 p.m., 
two groups are created: one with access times between 
8 p.m. and 5 p.m., and one with access times between 
3 p.m. and 11 p.m. The appropriate users are then added to 
the groups, and the groups are activated on the agent. In 
each case, the agent is migrated as a restricted agent.

Agent data Agent data is migrated, including agent name, IP address, 
group activations, and secondary nodes. Individual user 
activations on agents are migrated to new activated groups.

Agent auto-registration settings are migrated. For 
RSA SecurID for Windows Authentication Agent 6.1.2, 
this includes the ability to allow auto-registration to 
change the primary IP address of an agent. For 
RSA SecurID for Windows Authentication Agents prior to 
version 6.1.2, you can choose to protect the IP addresses of 
auto-registered agents during the migration process as part 
of the advanced configuration options.

RADIUS connection parameters stored in the agent record 
are not migrated. 

Token data Token records and their user assignments are migrated.

Secondary node data Secondary nodes for authentication agents are migrated.

One-time password data One-time password data is migrated, both fixed passwords 
and one-time tokencode sets.

Data Migration Result
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Client type data Agent types are not migrated. Version 7.1 recognizes only 
two types of agents: standard agent and web agent. The 
version 6.1 agent types currently have no impact on 
runtime behavior related to Next Tokencode mode. 
Additionally, version 7.1 does not support single 
transaction agents. 

System settings data You can choose to migrate all system settings, except for 
the PIN generation setting.

The ability to allow users to choose between a 
system-generated PIN, and a user-created PIN is no longer 
available. You must set the PIN policy to be either 
system-generated or user-created.

Administrator data • Realm and site administrators are migrated. However, 
administrators assigned to groups are not migrated as 
administrators because in version 7.1 administrators 
cannot be scoped to groups, only to security domains.

• Any administrator whose assigned task list contains only 
the ability to edit system parameters is not migrated as 
an administrator. Since System Parameters are not 
migrated, administrators with only the ability to edit 
System Parameters have no equivalent version 7.1 task 
available to them.

• Any administrator whose assigned task list includes the 
ability to list realms does not have the ability to view 
trusted realms (the version 7.1 equivalent of version 6.1 
cross-realm relationships). For example, an 
administrator assigned the version 6.1 Group Task List 
or Site Task List cannot view trusted realms. In version 
7.1, the ability to view trusted realms requires 
permission to configure trusted realms. 

Administrative role data Realm and site administrative roles are migrated. The 
group role is migrated, but not assigned to any 
administrator. Customized roles are migrated to equivalent 
custom roles. 

RSA recommends that you verify the scope and 
permissions of each migrated administrative role to ensure 
that assigned administrators retain sufficient privileges.

Data Migration Result
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Task list data Task list data is migrated to version 7.1 permissions, 
except when there is no equivalent permission. For 
example, the task allowing administrators to edit System 
Parameters, any tasks related to LDAP Sync Jobs, or any 
tasks related to group administration.

The following tasks related to the configuration of logging 
are not migrated, as there are no equivalent permissions in 
version 7.1:

• Automate Log Maintenance

• Configure Logged Events

• Delete Log Entries

• Edit System Log Parameters

• Enable/Disable System Logging

• Restore Filter Configuration

• Save Filter Configuration

• Log Statistics

The following tasks related to policies require the Super 
Admin role. Version 6.1 administrators whose task lists 
include these tasks can no longer perform these tasks 
unless they are assigned the Super Admin role:

• Add/Edit/Delete Offline Auth Configuration

• Add/Edit/Delete RADIUS Policy

• Add/Edit/Delete EAP Protected OTP Policies

• Add/Edit/Delete Token Policies

Note: Any administrator whose task list contains only the 
ability to edit System Parameters is not migrated as an 
administrator. Since System Parameters are not migrated, 
administrators with only the ability to edit System 
Parameters have no equivalent version 7.1 task available to 
them.

User extension data User extension data is migrated, and is exported to a 
comma-separated value (.csv) file in the migration output 
directory. 

Token extension data Token extension data is migrated to the Notes field of the 
token, and is exported to a comma-separated value (.csv) 
file in the migration output directory.

Group extension data Group extension data is migrated to the Notes field of the 
group, and is exported to a comma-separated value (.csv) 
file in the migration output directory.

Data Migration Result
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Agent extension data Agent extension data is migrated to the Notes field of the 
agent, and is exported to a comma-separated value (.csv) 
file in the migration output directory.

Site extension data Site extension data is migrated to the Notes field of the 
migrated security domain, and is exported to a 
comma-separated value (.csv) file in the migration output 
directory. 

RADIUS profile data
Note: RSA RADIUS data is not migrated.

Replica data Data about replica servers is not migrated. However, the 
replica servers themselves can be migrated. The migrated 
Appliance primary does not attempt to communicate with 
legacy replica servers.

Cross-realm data Cross-realm relationships are migrated. Version 7.1 
implements a new trusted realm model that is different 
than the legacy cross-realm. For more information, see 
“Trusted Realms” on page 31.

Agent delta data Changes to authentication agents made on replica servers 
are migrated and processed. 

User delta data Changes to users made on replica servers are migrated and 
processed.

Token delta data Changes to tokens made on replica servers are migrated 
and processed. This includes the deletion of tokens and the 
processing of replacement tokens.

One-time password delta data Changes to one-time passwords made on replica servers 
are migrated. This includes the deletion of a one-time 
password that has been used to authenticate. 

Log records Log records must be manually migrated. For more 
information, see “Migrating Log Files” on page 88.

Data Migration Result
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Fixing Migration Issues

The migration report can reveal a number of issues related to the format of your data 
that you need to resolve to ensure that your migrated Authentication Manager 
functions correctly and securely. 

To fix the migration issues:

Use the version 6.1 Database Administration application to fix any of the issues that 
you find in the migration report.

Migration Report

When the migration completes, it generates a migration report that lists which data 
was successfully migrated, which data failed to migrate, and any changes that were 
made to the data to accommodate the new logical model used in 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1. The migration report includes the following 
information:

• Parameters and options that you selected for the migration.

• A summary of the dump file analysis results, including which type of data was 
found in the dump file.

• A list of the objects that were migrated, including users, user groups, tokens, 
agents, policies, administrative roles, and extension data.

The following sections outline some of the issues that you might see in the migration 
report and describe how you might clean up your data in version 6.1, so that you can 
restore the version 7.1 database and then migrate again:

• “Multivalued Extension Data” on page 130

• “Users in Multiple Groups in Different Sites” on page 131

• “Groups Containing Users from Multiple Identity Sources” on page 131

• “Activations on Restricted Agents when LDAP Synchronization Jobs Do Not 
Contain Group Data” on page 132

• “PIN Options for Emergency Codes” on page 132

• “Adding SecurID_Native as a Method of Administrator Authentication” on 
page 133

Multivalued Extension Data

In RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, extension data can be defined for individual 
objects (such as individual users, groups, agents and tokens) only, and cannot be 
defined on a system-wide basis (so you cannot define one set of extension data for all 
users, all groups, all agents or all tokens). As a result, it is possible that your database 
may contain multiple extension fields that contain the same type of data (for example, 
a phone number for users), but it may be inconsistently named, and the format of the 
value may be inconsistent as well. Each of these extension fields is migrated as a 
separate field and added to each related object in the database.
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For example, there may be an extension field for the phone number of users, but the 
name of the extension field may be different for each user (Phone Num., Phone 
Number, Ph. Num.). After migration, every migrated user has multiple extension 
attributes for phone number. In the example, every user has extension attributes named 
Phone Num., Phone Number, and Ph. Num. Two of the three attributes are empty. 
Only the attribute that was specified as an extension field for the user contains the data 
for the phone number.

If the migration report shows inconsistent use of extension data, review the report, and 
determine which field name you want to use. Edit the extension data of the 
non-compliant users to match the preferred extension field name.

Users in Multiple Groups in Different Sites

In RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, it is possible for a user to have multiple group 
memberships, with the groups belonging to different sites. In version 7.1, a user or 
user group can exist in only one identity source. Therefore, a user from one identity 
source cannot be a member of a user group from a different identity source. 

When sites are migrated to security domains, it is no longer possible for a user to 
belong to groups that were in different sites, because, after migration, these user 
groups belong to different security domains, and a user cannot belong to more than 
one security domain. The migration process has to determine which security domain 
owns the user, and make the user a member of the user group that belongs to the same 
security domain.

Groups Containing Users from Multiple Identity Sources

In RSA Authentication Manager 6.1, it is possible for a group to contain users from 
multiple identity sources (for example, the internal database and a directory server). A 
group can belong to a single identity source (either the internal database or a directory 
server). In version 7.1, a user or user group can exist in only one identity source. 
Therefore, a user from one identity source cannot be a member of a user group from a 
different identity source.

The process of determining where to migrate group members can be complicated 
when there is a mixture of users from multiple identity sources in the group. A user 
created from an LDAP synchronization job belongs to an LDAP identity source, while 
a user created through the version 6.1 Database Administration application belongs to 
the internal database. For a group that contains a mixture of users from LDAP 
directories and the internal database, the migration process creates multiple groups: 
one for the internal database, and additional user groups for each of the LDAP 
directories specified in the LDAP synchronization jobs.

Important: The directory server must be read/write enabled to allow the migration 
process to create the required groups in the directory servers.

In such cases, the migration report states that new groups are created for the users 
belonging to the LDAP identity sources. After migration, your deployment contains 
one group for each identity source. The non-LDAP users are added to a group in the 
internal database. The LDAP users reside in groups created, if necessary, in the 
directory server.
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Activations on Restricted Agents when LDAP Synchronization Jobs Do Not 
Contain Group Data

LDAP users cannot authenticate through certain agents after migration, if the 
following conditions exist prior to migration:

• The LDAP synchronization job that synchronizes the user is not configured to 
synchronize the LDAP group to which the user belongs.

• The directory server accessed by the LDAP synchronization job is read-only.

• The user belongs to a group that exists only in the 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 database.
For example, the administrator adds an LDAP user to a group created using the 
version 6.1 Database Administration application.

• The version 6.1 group is activated on one or more restricted authentication agents.
If the user is activated on an authentication agent, migration attempts to create a 
user group with the user as a member, and activate the user group on the agent.

In version 6.1, it is possible to synchronize LDAP users without synchronizing their 
LDAP groups. Users synchronized by such a job may have a group specified, but the 
group resides only in the internal database, meaning that the group relationship is 
known only to Authentication Manager. Any group membership specified in the 
directory server is unknown to Authentication Manager.

Migration processes these users with no group membership. If the group specified in 
version 6.1 was activated on a restricted agent, migration cannot create an equivalent 
group. This causes users assigned to groups activated on restricted agents to fail in 
their authentication attempts. 

To resolve this problem, contact the administrator responsible for the directory server, 
and request the group data so that you can add it to the LDAP synchronization job. 

Important: The directory server must be read/write enabled to allow the migration 
process to migrate the required groups in the directory servers.

PIN Options for Emergency Codes

After migration, the PIN options for offline emergency tokencodes are also applied to 
the authentication methods available to users who have lost their tokens. In 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, these methods are known as online emergency 
codes. In version 6.1, there are two methods available: fixed password or one-time 
password sets. The PIN options for the fixed password or one-time password sets are 
selected by the administrator when the password or sets are generated. There is no 
system-wide parameter for the PIN options.

However, after migration, the values configured for the generation of offline 
emergency codes are applied to these online emergency codes as well. Existing fixed 
passwords and one-time password sets are migrated, and continue to function in the 
migrated version 7.1 deployment, but any newly generated fixed passwords (known as 
fixed passcodes in version 7.1) and one-time password sets (known as emergency 
codes in version 7.1) adhere to the PIN options configured for the version 6.1 offline 
emergency codes. For more information, see the following section, “Viewing 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Offline Emergency Settings.”
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Viewing RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Offline Emergency Settings

After migration to version 7.1, Authentication Manager applies the PIN options for 
version 6.1 offline emergency codes to newly generated fixed passwords and one-time 
password sets. You can view the version 6.1 settings that Authentication Manager 
applies to these passwords.

To view the existing version 6.1 settings:

1. Open the RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 Database Administration application.

2. From the System menu, click System Configuration > Edit Offline Auth 
Config.

3. Under Codes Contain, view the settings.

Adding SecurID_Native as a Method of Administrator Authentication

If you see the following message in the migration report, you must configure the 
Security Console to use the SecurID_Native method of authentication:

SecurId_Native authentication is allowed in the dump file. 
As system settings were not migrated, an admin may not be 
able to log into admin console using SecurID as an 
authentication method.

The above message is displayed in migration reports under the following conditions:

• Your RSA Authentication Manager 6.1 System Parameters include SecurID cards, 
fobs, or USB as an administrator authentication method.

• You did not migrate the System Parameters.

As a result, any Authentication Manager administrators who use SecurID cards, fobs, 
or USB tokens as their exclusive method of authenticating to the version 6.1 Database 
Administration application will not be able to log on to the Security Console. 

You can resolve this issue by migrating the System Parameters, or by adding 
SecurID_native as a method of Console authentication.

To add SecurID_Native as a method of Console authentication:

1. In the Security Console, click Setup > Authentication Methods. 

2. In the Console Administration field, add SecurID_Native as an authentication 
method.

3. Click Save.
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C Migration Scenario

• New Company, Inc.

• Migration Effects on the Physical Deployment

• Migration Effects on the Logical Deployment

• Hardware Benefits of Migration

• Software Benefits of Migration

• Additional Concepts

Note: This sample migration scenario uses a fictitious representative company to 
show you an example of an Appliance deployment. Other deployments are also 
supported. For direct links to other scenarios, see “Additional Concepts” on page 143.

New Company, Inc.

New Company, Inc. is a publicly traded, medium-sized company with 2,500 
employees in one location. Because the company is publicly traded, it must meet all 
Sarbanes-Oxley requirements and maintain detailed records of all business and 
network transactions.

New Company, Inc. maintains a Windows-based environment. They employ an IT 
staff of 28, including 8 system administrators, who oversee general administrative 
tasks and 20 lower-level administrators who operate the Help Desk. All employee data 
is maintained in Active Directory, and the company has enabled read-only access to 
the identity source. Employees have local and remote access to the network. 

New Company, Inc. has RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.2 primary and replica servers. 
which include RSA Authentication Manager 6.1.2. They want to install 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 and replace their older servers with new equipment. 
By migrating to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, which includes 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1, the company can upgrade both their hardware and 
their software at the same time.

The RSA SecurID Appliance 250 hardware includes a RAID 1 system for data 
protection, and redundant power supplies and disk arrays that can be removed, 
repaired, and replaced without restarting the Appliance. The high-performance 
RSA SecurID Appliance 250 has been tested with up to 50,000 RSA SecurID users 
and up to 10 concurrent administrative sessions.

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 uses a Red Hat Linux-compatible operating system, but it 
supports both Microsoft Active Directory and Sun Java System Directory Server as 
identity sources. The Appliance Quick Setup process is similar to the process that was 
used in RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.2, and RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 includes 
web pages that are used to perform administrative tasks.
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Business Needs Solved by Migration

New Company, Inc. has the following business needs, which will be solved by 
migrating to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0:

• Secure remote access. Enable secure remote, wireless, and dial-in access to 
e-mail, applications, confidential proprietary files, intellectual property, and 
research materials for management, researchers, and certain other employees. 

• Secure access from inside the corporate firewall. Enable secure onsite access to 
sensitive confidential proprietary files, intellectual property, and research 
materials for management, developers, and certain other employees.

• More efficient administration of user data. Prior to migration, available LDAP 
data was referenced in the Authentication Manager database. After migration the 
data is always directly accessible from the linked LDAP directory and up-to-date.

• Low cost deployment and maintenance, without specialized staffing 
requirements. New Company, Inc. wants a quick and cost-effective solution for 
implementing strong authentication. Although they already have administrators 
with a background in strong authentication, the company wants less experienced 
IT personnel to deploy and maintain authentication servers. The company also 
wants to save time and money with a common approach to upgrading and 
patching both its authentication software and the underlying operating system on 
the authentication servers. By reducing the total cost of ownership (TCO), New 
Company, Inc. can devote more resources to the other challenges facing their 
business.

• Upgrade both hardware and software simultaneously. New Company, Inc. 
wants to upgrade both their Appliance hardware and their Authentication 
Manager software. They also want the latest version of RSA RADIUS Server.

Migration Effects on the Physical Deployment

The network includes multiple domain controllers inside the corporate firewall, which 
contain a variety of file and print servers, and a client database. 

In the DMZ, the network includes a VPN server, a proxy server, a web server, a 
PAM-protected server, an OWA front end, a wireless router connected to a RADIUS 
server, and a VPN server. The VPN is certified with RSA SecurID and includes a 
built-in custom agent, version 5 or later. Users directly connected to the internal 
network use RSA SecurID for Windows local authentication client. RSA SecurID 
authentication is required for all network access inside the corporate firewall, and for 
remote access through the VPN and RADIUS.

New Company, Inc. has a Base Server license with an additional RSA Credential 
Manager Provisioning license to support user self-service.

Note: The Base Server license includes user self-service, but not token provisioning, 
unless an extra RSA Credential Manager provisioning license is added on top of the 
Base Server license.
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Prior to migration, there is an RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.2 primary and an 
RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.2 replica (for authentication load and failover). To 
simplify migration, the company plans to use the same hostnames and IP addresses for 
the new RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 servers. 

After migration to 3.0, the Appliance primary uses the high performance 
RSA SecurID Appliance 250, with redundant hard disks and power supplies. These 
can be removed, repaired, and replaced without restarting the Appliance. The same 
high performance Appliance is used for the Appliance replica. Using the same 
hardware with common parts makes it easier to deploy and maintain the Appliances. 
The company uses Microsoft Active Directory as its identity source, and has enabled 
read-only access.

The following table lists the hardware affected by the migration, and any tasks that the 
administrator needs to perform as a result of migration.

Hardware Affected Item and Associated Task

Appliance Primary Replace the RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.2 primary with a new 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 primary that uses the high 
performance and redundant RSA SecurID Appliance 250 hardware.

The administrator must dump the 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1.2 database and license files, and 
copy them to a location accessible from the new Appliance.

The administrator then performs the Appliance primary Quick 
Setup for RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, while keeping the same 
hostname and IP address as the Appliance that it replaced.

Agent Verify that third-party agents and other RSA products are 
supported.

Because the hostnames and IP addresses are the same, no change to 
the sdconf.rec file is required. During the Rolling Upgrade, agents 
authenticate to the replica while the primary is being migrated. 
Once the primary is migrated and brought online, the replica is shut 
down, and agents authenticate to the primary. The primary sends the 
latest server list (which contains only the primary until the replica is 
migrated and brought online) to the agents.
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System Diagram Before Migration

Appliance Replica Replace the RSA SecurID Appliance 2.0.2 replica with an 
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 replica that uses the 
RSA SecurID Appliance 250 hardware. During the Appliance 
replica Quick Setup, specify the same hostname and IP address as 
the Appliance that it replaced.

After you complete the Appliance primary Quick Setup, generate a 
replica package through the Operations Console. Use this replica 
package file to set up the Appliance replica. 

Replica package files are time-sensitive. If you do not use your 
replica package file within 7 days, you must create a new one 
through the Operations Console on the Appliance primary.

Delta records that accumulated on the Authentication Manager 
replica instance while the primary is migrated are merged into the 
migrated Appliance replica and replicated to the migrated primary, 
so there is no data loss.

Custom 
Administration and 
Agent Applications

The administrator must verify that any custom administration or 
authentication applications were built with a supported version of 
the administration or authentication APIs.

Hardware Affected Item and Associated Task
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System Diagram after Migration (Showing Changes Only)\

Migration Effects on the Logical Deployment

New Company, Inc. uses a single realm with an Enterprise Server license. Prior to 
migration, there were separate Authentication Manager sites for Finance, HR, and 
R&D; during the migration process, lower-level security domains are automatically 
created for these sites. Users who are members of these departments are contained in 
the lower-level security domains. Multiple security domains allow administrators' 
scope to be limited by, in this case, department.

Microsoft Active Directory is currently deployed with ten synchronization jobs in the 
RSA Authentication Manager 6.1.2 database installed on the Appliance. In the 
migrated environment, these ten synchronization jobs become three identity sources. 

The Finance department uses a combination of default and custom security policies. 
Because of the sensitive nature of the department's work, the password policies are 
stricter and require more frequent password changes. The lockout and token policies 
are also stricter than the default policy used by other departments. Likewise, the 
company uses a custom restricted access time policy that limits when users can access 
the network. Default policies (password, lockout, token, self-service, restricted access 
time, and session lifetime) are used in the top-level, HR, and R&D security domains.
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The following table lists the Authentication Manager data affected by the migration, 
the impact upon the data and any tasks that the administrator needs to perform as a 
result of migration.

Data Affected Item and Associated Task

Realm The version 6.1.2 realm becomes a version 7.1 realm with one top-level 
security domain, and three lower-level security domains (Finance, HR, 
and R&D)

Administrators 8 Realm Administrators become 2 Super Admins and 6 Administrators 
scoped to one of the three security domains (2 in each).

20 Help Desk Administrators remain 20 Help Desk Administrators able 
to perform common tasks on all users.

The Appliance includes a system-level administrator account.

Sites The three sites (Finance, HR, and R&D) in the version 6.1.2 realm 
become three lower-level security domains in the migrated environment.

Groups Groups from the version 6.1.2 realm are migrated to groups in the 
version 7.1 realm. However, administrative scoping is not migrated. 

A single group is migrated as multiple groups when the original group 
contains users from multiple identity sources (for example, a group 
containing non-LDAP users and LDAP users, or a group containing 
LDAP users created from different LDAP synch jobs).

Agents During the migration of the Appliance primary, agents authenticate to the 
Appliance replicas exclusively. After migration, agents that authenticate 
to the Appliance primary receive the server list, which contains only the 
Appliance primary. After receiving the server lists, agents authenticate to 
the primary only, until the replicas are migrated and brought online, at 
which time the server list is updated (to include the replicas) and resent 
to the agent.

After migration, the new servers use the same hostnames and IP 
addresses as before. Therefore, the agents can continue to use the same 
sdconf.rec files.

Any agent that has a group association becomes a restricted agent, 
regardless of its state prior to migration, and is migrated to the same 
security domain as the group.

User activations on an agent are migrated only when the agent is a 
restricted agent. For more information, see “Users” in this table.

Tokens Tokens can be migrated to a domain specified by the migrating 
administrator (if he or she has privileges that allow access to that security 
domain), or to the security domain of the administrator.
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Users Any users specified in an LDAP synchronization job are mapped to the 
appropriate LDAP identity source. The administrator may need to 
manually map each job to an identity source. Any users not specified in 
an LDAP synchronization job are migrated to the internal database.

The user's group association changes when the original version 6.1.2 
group membership includes both LDAP and non-LDAP users, or 
LDAP-users from multiple LDAP directories. Group membership data 
defined for the user is also migrated. For more information, see 
“Groups” in this table.

User activations on a restricted agent are migrated to a user group 
activation on the same agent. The user group is created during migration, 
and any users activated on the agent are added to the user group. Any 
activation data (such as an alternative user logon or shell) is migrated.

Admin Roles Administrative roles are managed in the top-level security domain. Site 
administrators retain privileges in the migrated lower-level security 
domain. Their privileges are restricted to that security domain only.

Group administration privileges are not migrated. In version 7.1, 
administrators can be scoped to security domains, not to user groups.

LDAP 
Synchronization 
Jobs

Because New Company, Inc. is setting up new hardware, they must copy 
two types of LDAP files to the new Appliance primary.

The LDAP directory certificates, cert7.db and key3.db, must be 
exported on the original machine that they are migrating from. These 
files contain the certificates required to establish SSL connections to the 
LDAP directory servers. These files can then be copied to the Appliance 
primary.

The LDAP synchronization job map files must also be copied to the new 
Appliance primary. These map files specify the location of the LDAP 
directories that contains the user information for LDAP users.

RADIUS RSA RADIUS 6.1 data and configuration files are not migrated. 
Appliance Quick Setup configures a new install of 
RSA RADIUS Server 7.1.

Reports Custom 4GL reports created in version 6.1.2 are not migrated to the new 
version 7.1 environment. Migrating users may use the canned reports 
provided with version 7.1. Reports specific to a department are 
contained in the lower-level security domains. Reports of a more general 
nature are contained in the top-level security domain.

Data Affected Item and Associated Task
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Hardware Benefits of Migration

New Company, Inc. experiences the following hardware benefits of migration:

• Easy deployment. New Company, Inc. can set up the Appliance by running 
Quick Setup to configure the preinstalled authentication software.

• Lower TCO. RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 allows New Company, Inc. to obtain 
the basic features that are required for implementing strong authentication, 
without a high TCO. Less experienced personnel, who do not have a specialized 
background in security and strong authentication, can implement strong 
authentication. New Company, Inc. can also save time and money by using a 
common approach to upgrading and patching both the RSA Authentication 
Manager software and the underlying operating system on the hardware.

• Low-cost scalability. New Company, Inc. can easily expand later by adding new, 
inexpensive Appliance replicas to their existing deployment.

• Higher authentication rate. More powerful hardware means a higher 
authentication rate. The new Appliances increase the number of authentications 
per minute, while decreasing the average number of seconds required for a typical 
authentication attempt.

• Increased data protection and reliability. RSA SecurID Appliance 250 includes 
redundant power supplies and RAID 1 disk arrays that can be removed, repaired, 
and replaced without restarting the Appliance. 

Software Benefits of Migration

New Company, Inc. experiences the following software benefits of migration:

• More administrative control. In the migrated environment, administrative 
control is enhanced by the ability to restrict administrative responsibilities. Prior 
to migration, three version 6.1.2 sites have been defined in the database for 
Finance, HR, and R&D. After migration to RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0, three 
lower-level security domains exist for these departments. Users who are members 
of these departments are contained in the lower-level security domains. Multiple 
security domains allow administrators' scope to be limited by, in this case, 
department. 

• Secure remote access. For secure remote access, the company uses a VPN server 
enabled with RSA SecurID, which includes a built-in version 5 or later custom 
agent. Remote access is protected by two-factor authentication. Users who log on 
through the VPN must enter a passcode from their SecurID token before they are 
allowed to access the company's network.

• Secure web-based administration. The addition of the browser-based interface 
enables administration through supported browsers, allowing administrators to 
deal with authentication issues in remote sites and in off-hours, with no need to 
install any remote administration client software.
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• More flexible policies. Because of the sensitive nature of the Finance 
department's work, the company wants the department's password policies to be 
stricter, and require more frequent password changes. In the migrated 
environment, the administrators can assign custom password, lockout and token 
policies to the department. The lockout and token policies can be more restrictive 
than the default policy used by other departments. Default policies (password, 
lockout, token, self-service and provisioning, security question, and session 
lifetime) are used in the top-level, HR, and R&D security domains.

• Better utilization of external authoritative identity sources. After migration, 
all user and user group data in the identity source is accessible in real time. In this 
deployment, the LDAP directories are configured to be read/write. Authentication 
Manager can update user or group data in the LDAP directories.

• Hardened operating system. The Appliance reduces security exposure by using 
an operating system trimmed down to product needs.

• Support for event-based hardware and software tokens. RSA Authentication 
Manager 7.1 supports hardware and software event-based tokens, in which 
tokencodes are generated when a user clicks a button.

• Self-service and provisioning features. To lighten the administrative workload, 
New Company, Inc. uses RSA Credential Manager (a component of RSA 
Authentication Manager 7.1) to allow users to troubleshoot problems with their 
assigned tokens and to request new tokens. All self-service and provisioning 
features are available because the company has granted Authentication Manager 
read/write access to the Active Directory identity source.

The migration from RSA Deployment Manager 1.2 to Credential Manager requires all 
users to provide answers to security questions, as their previous answers are not 
migrated.

Additional Concepts

This section explains where to find additional migration scenarios for 
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1.

Concept See

Important: If the links do not work, you must put your RSA SecurID Appliance documentation set and your 
RSA Authentication Manager documentation set into the same directory. For more information, see “Links in 
the “Additional Tasks” and “Additional Concepts” Sections” on page 13.

RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 
migration scenarios

Appendix B, “Migration Scenarios” in the  
RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Migration Guide

RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 deployment 
scenarios

Appendix B, “Sample Deployment Scenarios” in the  
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Owner’s Guide
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Glossary

The following table includes key terms and definitions specific to RSA SecurID 
Appliance 3.0. For a comprehensive RSA Authentication Manager glossary, see the 
glossary in the RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 Administrator’s Guide.

Term Definition

agent A software application installed on a device, such as a 
domain server, web server, or desktop computer, that enables 
authentication communication with Authentication Manager 
on the network server.

Business Continuity option Authentication Manager option that allows you to 
temporarily increase the number of users allowed into your 
system and the number of users allowed to use on-demand 
authentication.

CAP The framework on which the Appliance runs.

command line utility (CLU) A utility that provides a command line user interface.

CT-KIP Cryptographic Token-Key Initialization Protocol.

deployment The arrangement of Authentication Manager instances into 
appropriate locations in a network to perform authentication.

identity source A data store containing user and user group data. The data 
store can be the internal database or an external directory 
server, such as Sun Java System Directory Server or 
Microsoft Active Directory.

instance One installation of Authentication Manager acting as a 
primary or a replica.

Management Information Base (MIB) A type of virtual database used to manage the devices 
(switches and routers, for example) in a communication 
network. For example, SNMP uses MIB to specify the data in 
a device subsystem.

master password Required to perform certain administrative tasks in the RSA 
Operations Console, such as generating replica package files 
and changing the IP address on the Appliance. The initial 
master password is created during the Appliance primary 
Quick Setup.

Network Management System (NMS) Software used to manage and administer a network. The 
NMS uses SNMP to monitor networked devices and is 
responsible for polling and receiving SNMP traps from 
agents in the network.
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operating system password The password of the predefined operating system User ID, 
emcsrv. The operating system User ID and password are used 
to access the Appliance operating system for troubleshooting 
and advanced administration. The initial operating system 
password is created during the Appliance primary Quick 
Setup. 

Quick Setup Software wizard used to set up an Appliance primary or an 
Appliance replica.

Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service 
(RADIUS)

A UDP-based protocol for administering and securing remote 
access to a network.

Rollback Process that removes an update from an Appliance.

rPath Linux Operating system of RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0. 
Compatible with Red Hat Linux. 

RSA Operations Console An administrative user interface through which the user 
configures and sets up Authentication Manager, for example, 
adding and managing identity sources, adding and managing 
instances, and disaster recovery.

RSA Security Console An administrative user interface through which the user 
performs most of the day-to-day administrative activities.

RSA Self-Service Console A user interface through which the user requests, maintains, 
and troubleshoots tokens.

Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP)

A protocol for exchanging information about networked 
devices and processes. SNMP uses MIBs to specify the 
management data, and then uses the User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP) to pass the data between SNMP management stations 
and the SNMP agents.

SNMP agent Software module that performs the network management 
functions requested by network management stations.

SNMP trap An asynchronous event that is generated by the agent to tell 
the NMS that a significant event has occurred. SNMP traps 
are designed to capture errors and reveal their locations.

Super Admin An account that can perform all tasks within Authentication 
Manager. A Super Admin account is required to log on to the 
Security Console and Operations Console. The initial Super 
Admin account is created during the Appliance primary 
Quick Setup.

Super Admin password The password for a Super Admin.

Term Definition
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Update A patch, service pack, or hot fix to install on the Appliance. 
Also the process that installs the patch, service pack, or hot 
fix on the Appliance.

Term Definition
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Index

A
access through firewalls, 44
activations on restricted agents, 132
Active Directory, 39

MMC Extension, 119
starting console, 123

Administrative Consoles
configuring, 60
logging on to, 63
using, 60

administrative role
custom, 34
predefined, 34

administrator
about, 34
scoping, 34

administrators
authentication method for, 62

agent
alternate IP addresses, 44
custom, 45
definition, 145
supported, 44

aliases
number allowed, 44

Appliance
changes to logical architecture, 24
differences from Authentication 

Manager, 18
enhancements, 15

Appliance primary, setting up, 55
Appliance replica, setting up, 91
Appliance unresponsive, 109
authentication

method for administrators, 62
Authentication Manager

changes to logical architecture, 24
starting services of, 106
stopping services of, 106

automatic synchronization, 83

B
backing up the version 7.1 database, 66
backup and restore feature, 103
Base Server license, 23
bezel, attaching, 58

box contents, 55
bracket, retention, 59
broken links,fix, 13
browser

security, 40
support, 40

browser-based administration, 32
Business Continuity option, 23
Business Continuity option, definition, 145

C
CAP, definition, 145
certificate

generated during Quick Setup, 61
SSL-LDAP, 40

checklist, planning, 45
clip, retention, 59
command line utility

definition, 145
communication

port usage, 41
configuration file

generating for Authentication Manager 
7.1, 111

contact lists
rebalancing, 102

Credential Manager Provisioning
license, 23

Cryptographic Token-Key Initialization 
Protocol, definition

CT-KIP. See Cryptographic Token-Key 
Initialization Protocol

custom migration
data conflicts, 50
LDAP job and identity source 

synchronization, 49
logon name conversion from NTLM to 

UPN, 51
migrating a subset of your data, 50
migrating data to a specific security 

domain, 51
options, 48
test migration, 49

custom ports
configuring, 110
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D
data conversion table, 125
deployment

definition, 145
scenario, 135

directory server
secure connections, 40

dumping the Appliance 2.0 database and log 
files, 73

dumping the Appliance 2.0 or later primary 
database, 71

dumping the Appliance 2.0 or later replica 
database, 100

dumping the Appliance 2.0.1 or later 
database and log files, 74

dumping the version 6.1 log files, 72
dumping the version 6.1 primary 

database, 71
dumping the version 6.1 replica 

database, 100
dumping version 6.1 data, 68

E
Enterprise Server license, 23

F
firewall

required open ports, 41
firewalls

access through, 44
fix, broken links, 13

G
generate

replica package file, 92
groups containing users from multiple 

identity sources, 131

H
hardware requirements, 39

I
identity source

definition, 145
supported, 39

instance
definition, 145

internal database, 39

Internet Explorer 7, 109
IP address

changing, 111
IP addresses

aliases, 44
number allowed, 44

J
JavaScript, enabling, 46
JRE 1.4.1, 60

L
LDAP

and replication, 24
LDAP Directory Certificates

exporting, 76
license

Base Server, 23
Business Continuity option, 23
Enterprise Server, 23
RSA Credential Manager provisioning 

option, 23
license file, downloading, 56
license ID

determining, 13
links, fix broken, 13
Linux, rPath, 146
log files, migrating, 88
logging on to the Appliance, 103

M
Management Information Base (MIB)

definition, 145
manual synchronization, 83
master password

creating, 45
master password, definition, 145
migrating a primary server, 55, 65
migrating a replica server, 99
migrating log files, 88
migrating primary data, 76
migrating replica delta records, 101
migration issues

fixing, 130
migration path

new IP address, 47
same IP address, 47
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migration report, 130
activations on restricted agents, 132
groups containing users from multiple 

identity sources, 131
multivalued extension data, 130
PIN options for emergency codes, 132
users in multiple groups in different 

sites, 131
viewing, 78

MMC
installing, 120
post-installation configuration, 122
purpose, 119

multivalued extension data, 130

N
NAT. See Network Address Translation
Network Address Translation

agent IP address alias, 44
Network Interface Card, 111
Network Management System

definition, 145
NIC. See Network Interface Card
NTP service, 105

O
operating system

logging on to, 103
password, 45

operating system password, definition, 146
operating system requirements, 39
Operations Console

configuring browser to support, 60
definition, 146
URL, 63

options
Business Continuity, 23
provisioning, 23
Short Message Service, 23

P
packing list, 55
password, master, 145
password, operating system, 146
password, Super Admin, 146
PIN options for emergency codes, 132

viewing, 133
planning checklist, 45
ports, 41
power cord retention clip or bracket, 59

power cord, attaching the retention clip or 
bracket

to an RSA SecurID Appliance 130, 59
to an RSA SecurID Appliance 250, 60

preparing, for Quick Setup, 55
primary

migrating, 65
network interface card, 111
performing Quick Setup on, 56
setting up, 55

primary, setting up, 55
provisioning

license, 23

Q
Quick Setup

on the Appliance primary, 56
preparing for, 55
self-signed root certificate generated 

during, 61
Quick Setup, definition, 146

R
rack, installing Appliance on, 58
RADIUS

in version 7.1, 33
realms

creating, 26
reattaching a replica, 84
reattaching a replica instance, 85
reboot Appliance, 109
Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service

adding clients, 116
definition, 146
migrating profile names and profile 

assignments, 129
migrating the default profile, 129
post-installation configuration, 113
replication of database changes, 115
testing operation, 116

replica
migrating, 99
package file, 45
reattaching, 84
setting up, 91

replica instance
reattaching, 85
synchronizing with primary 

instance, 83
replica package file

generate, 92
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replica package file, generating, 92
replication

and LDAP, 24
required migration files, 68
restarting version 7.1 services, 110
restoring the version 7.1 database, 78
retention bracket, 59
retention clip, 59
rollback, definition, 146
rolling upgrade mode

options, 48
root certificate generated during Quick 

Setup, 61
rPath Linux, definition, 146
RSA Operations Console

definition, 146
RSA RADIUS, 52

migration not supported, 52
RSA SecurID Appliance 3.0 Planning 

Checklist, 45
RSA Security Console

definition, 146
description, 32
MMC Extension configuration, 122

RSA Self-Service Console
definition, 146

S
sample deployment, 135
scenario, 135
sdconf.rec, 111, 112
secondary network interface card

disabled by default, 111
SecurID_Native as a method of administrator 

authentication
migration report

SecurID_Native as a method of 
administrator 
authentication, 133

security certificates, 109
accepting, 61

Security Console
adding to trusted sites, 61
configuring browser to support, 60
definition, 146
description, 32
identity source, 32
MMC Extension configuration, 122
system-wide authentication settings, 62
URL, 63

security domains, 26, 27
Self-service and provisioning data

processing pending requests before 
migrating, 51

Self-Service Console
configuring browser to support, 60
definition, 146
URL, 63

services
defined, 41
protocols used, 41

setting local time, 105
setting up

Appliance primary, 55
Appliance replica, 91

Simple Network Management Protocol
definition, 146

SMS
license, 23

SNMP agent
definition, 146

SNMP reporting, 52
SNMP trap

definition, 146
SSH

enabling, 104
SSL LDAP, 40
starting Authentication Manager 

services, 106
stopping Authentication Manager 

services, 106
stopping version 6.1 services, 69
Sun Java System Directory Server, 39
Super Admin

creating initial, 45
Super Admin password, definition, 146
Super Admin, definition, 146
synchronizing data between instances, 83
system requirements, 38

T
terms and concepts, changes, 19
test migration, 49, 52
time settings, 105
time synchronization, 105
trusted sites, adding RSA administrative 

interfaces to, 61
typical migration

options, 48
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U
unresponsive Appliance, 109
update, definition, 147
URL

RSA Operations Console, 63
RSA Security Console, 63
RSA Self-Service Console, 63

users in multiple groups in different 
sites, 131

V
version number, determining, 13
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